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Ky.schools turning to property taxes for funds

Morgan named new
CFO at hospital

From STAFF, AP REPORTS
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- School districts
across Kentucky have maxed-out local
property taxes in an effort to make itc• for
cuts in state and federal funding in recent
years. The result is an inequality among the
state's 173 districts.
So far, 81 districts have adopted tax rates
that will increase revenue by 4 percent, the
largest amount allowed under law without
being subject to a voter recall.

Special to the Ledger
Dirk Morgan has been named the next Chief
Financial Officer at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. and will join MUCH Nov. I.
Morgan comes to MUCH from Capella
Healthcare in Franklin.Tenn., where he worked
since 2009 as Vice President — Division Chief
Financial Officer and Vice President — Market
CFO — Capella/St. Thomas Healthcare.
Prior to Capella. Morgan was the CFO of
Jackson Purchase Medical Center in Mayfield
Morgan
for ten years. tie has also served as CFO of
Parkway Regional Hospital in Fulton and
Community Health Services in Cairo. Ill, and was a Senior
Auditor for the Office of the Inspector General in Frankfort.
While his work experience makes him no stranger to western
Kentucky. Morgan and his family are also very familiar with the

That's an increase over the 76 districts that despite having already cut $3 million from
approved similar measures last year - and its budget and about 30 teaching positions.
Hiren Desai, a n associate commissioner
26 school boards have yet to set a rate,
meaning this year's number likely will for the Kentucky Department of Education,
said school districts are struggling to collect
grow.
The Estill County school board, for more money, locally or from the state, to
instance,expects to raise $65,000 from a tax avoid "laying off teachers worse than anyincrease approved this year. But its primary thing you have ever seen" next year.
Kentucky School Boards Association
appropriation from the state is down about
spokesman Brad Hughes told The Courier$700,000 compared to 2009.
Oldham County Schools will generate
See Page 2A
about $2.1 million from its new tax rate

County to share
in $2.8 million
security grants
for Kentucky

II See Page 3A

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

Builders of Obama's
showcase health insurance
website saw red flags
By JACK GILLUM and JULIE PACE
Associated Press
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

WASHINGTON (AP) — Crammed into conference rooms
with pizza for dinner, some programmers building the Obama
administration's showcase health insurance website were growing increasingly stressed. Some worked past 10 p.m., energy
drinks in hand. Others rewrote computer code over and over to
__meet what they considered last-minute requests for changes from
the government or other contractors.
As questions mount over the website's failure, insider interviews and a review of technical specifications by The Associated
Press found a mind-numbingly complex system put together by
harried programmers who pushed out a final product that con- ,
gressional investigators said was tested by the government and
not private developers with more expertise.
Project developers who spoke to the AP on condition of
anonymity — because they feared they would otherwise be fired
doubts among themselves whether the web/ — said they raised
site could be ready in time. "[hey complained openly to each
other about what they considered tight and unrealistic deadlines.
One was nearly brought to tears over the stress of finishing on time, one developer said. Website builders saw red flags for

Iwo

POWERFUL PLEDGE: Interim Murray State University President Dr. Tim Miller signs a
pledge card declaring his intention to support and follow the pillars of character promoted
through the Character Counts! initiative Tuesday morning inside the MSU Curris Center.
Shown witnessing his signing are Allie Diel of Farmington and Lauren Beahl of Louisville,
right, both sophomores with the Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority at MSU. The initiative is a
national cause for Tri Sigmas and, at MSU,the Alpha Chi Chapter is promoting it this week
during Character Counts! Week and Character Counts! Month throughout Murray and
Calloway County.

By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
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The National Weather Service
Wednesday: Mostly sunny.
with a high near 53. Northwest
wind 8 to 10 mph.
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 39.
Light and variable wind
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On Nov. IS. Mark Welch,
Murray State University's director
of community relations in the
President's Office and Town &
Gown coordinator, will step into a

new role as the interim executive
director of the Mal Office of
Development.
Dr. Tim Miller, interim MSU
president. announced Welch's
appointment in an email to the university community this week. He
said Welch would provide stable

When the Saddle Up for St.
Jude trail ride had to be postponed a few weeks ago,coordinator DeAnn Anderson was
thinking several things ... none
of which were too positive.
was
postponement
The
unavoidable as the site of the
event, scheduled for its fourth
Wranglers
renewal.
is
Campground inside the Land
Between the Lakes National
Recreation Area. LBL falls
under the umbrella of the federal government which was shut
down, forcing the closure of
nearly all of its recreational
facilities nationwide.

See Page 3A

II See Page 2A
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger 8. Times

WATCHING THE WORLD GO BY: These three pumpkin-headed figures seem right at
home in their chairs Tuesday morning in a yard along South Eighth Street in Murray. Local
residents are reminded that many youth in the community will be participating next week
in the annual Halloween trick-or-treat activities.

• VtrG-Ofiffi icf4ifriGT71rigfirgric4
BG55 Gas
Powered Blower! Has partnered with AAA to offer you auto and home
I
insurance including discounts for members.

! Only $149.95 while supplies last

leadership in the Office of
Development by moving into that
position, and the move became
necessary because of shifting
responsibilities in several offices.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Two Sections - 14 Pages
3B, 4B
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Saddle Up for
St. Jude event
rescheduled
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Welch

becoming south southwest
around 6 mph after midnight.
Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 52. South
southwest wind 6 to 11 mph
becoming northwest in the
afternoon.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 33.
North northwest wind 3 to 8
mph.
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 53. Calm wind becoming
north northwest around 6 mph.
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 35. Light and
variable wind.
Saturday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 59. Southwest
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 42.

Murray
Calloway County's
Hometown Newspaper

Murray State University
Public Safety and Calloway
County Emergency Medical
Services are among 119 agencies to receive grant award
funding this week from the
Kentucky Office of Homeland
Security.
Gov. - Steve Beshear .on
Monday announced $2.8 million in Homeland Security
Program grants for 119 projects across the states that will
be used for training programs,
preparedness and
citizen
awareness, and first-responder.
communications and critical
infrastructure equipment.

Welch to step into new role in
Murray State development office

II See Page SA
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Taxes...
From Front

HAWKINS TEAGUE Ledger 8. Times

Students and administrators from Murray and Calloway County schools gathered at the courthouse Monday for a proclamation signing recognizing Oct. 20-26 as Kentucky Safe Schools Week. Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins and
Murray City Councilman and Mayor Pro Tern Jason Pittman signed the proclamation, and they are pictured here with the
school representatives and officials with the Murray Police Department and Calloway County Sheriff's Office.

Local schools mark Kentucky Safe Schools Week
of violence and the self-destruc- take their own life or they'll tell
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
tion of high-risk behavior, them that they are cutting (their
Staff Writer
Local schools this week are McCuiston said. During the wrists), and they won't tell us,
marking Kentucky Safe Schools week, students, staff, parents and maybe we could help them
Week, sponsored by the and community members are if they would tell us,"
Kentucky Center for School encouraged to join in and be McCuiston said. "You're not
part of the school's safety team being a snitch when you tell a
Safety.
stop a multitude of safety trusted adult about another stuto
Week
Kentucky Safe Schools
is Oct. 20-26 this year, and issues. The "S.T.O.P.! Bullying, dent; you're being a silent hero.
Karen McCuiston, director of Violence and Risky Behavior in Or if you hear that somebody's
the KCSS Resource Center on our Schools" campaign focuses making a bomb or something
Murray State University's cam- on "Safety,— "Teamwork," else. The difference between
telling and tattling is so huge.
pus, said the organization "Opportunities" and "Power."
is trying to get someTattling
recent
in
that
said
McCuiston
encourages every school across
Telling is trying
trouble.
in
body
campaign's
the
of
much
years,
The
participate.
to
state
the
"S.T.O.P.! focus had been placed on cyber to save a life."
KCSS-sponsored
McCuiston will represent
Bullying, Violence and Risky bullying, but this year's focus
at various events locally,
KCSS
behavior
risky
preventing
on
camSchools"
Behaviors in our
paign complements the national was inspired by the school as well as at the Kentucky
campaign for America's Safe shooting last December at Counseling Association's 56th
Schools Week — sponsored by Sandy Hook Elementary School annual conference in Louisville
the National School Safety in Newtown,Conn. Students are on Wednesday. She will also
Center — but McCuiston said being encouraged to tell an adult speak at the Future Educators
Kentucky chooses its own if they know of anyone who Association conference today at
might be planning to harm MSU's Curris Center and at
theme on which to focus.
Murray High School Friday.
The Kentucky Safe Schools themselves or others, she said.
McCuiston said teachers have
children
other
"Sometimes,
Week theme this year addresses
the cruelty of bullying, the fear will tell a child that they want to a variety of resources available

for them to use this week,
including an online "S.T.O.P.!
Pledge," PowerPoint presentations, lessons, interactive websites and much more. Resources
are also available for school
administrators, parents and
at
members
community
www.kysafeschools.org/ssw.ph
p.
"The education of our students
and staff on topics as fundamental as bullying, violence and
risky behavior in our schools is
a key element in the development of our schools' comprehensive emergency management plans," said KCSS
Executive Director Jon Akers in
a press release."Please join with
the
across
schools
Commonwealth during October
20-26 and celebrate Kentucky
Safe Schools Week in your
school and community, fostering a safer school climate for
all
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CITY OF MURRAY

Annual Fall Leaf Pick-up
The Annual Fall Leaf Pickup for the City of Murray will begin on Monday,November 11th, 2013,
and will run until completed. Leaf Pickup will begin in the area south of Main Street and west of
16th Street. We will be working our way counter-clockwise through the city. The entire City will
be covered twice to insure that all leaves properly prepared by residents are picked up.
PLEASE DO NOT RAKE LEAVES INTO THE
STREET. STREET GUTTERS. ONTO THE SIDEWALK. OVER WATER METERS. INTO DRAINAGE

DITCHLIDELMIX_WITEIRSISIIPILF.S.
Leaves combined with brush piles WILL NOT be picked
up as this poses a serious safety risk to our workers.
Residents, who have brush, need to dispose of brush
themselves as the Sanitation Department no longer provides special pick-up services for brush. Residents may
dispose of brush through private lawn/yard services or
by transporting It to the Transfer Station.

oor
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Residents who place brush within the public right-of-way
at any time, except during Annual Spring Brush Pick-up,
are subject to fines and penalties under the Property
c
,
Maintenance Codes and/or Health and Sanitation Ordinances.
Please contact the Sanitation Department at 762-0380 for
Transfer Station requirements regarding brush.
Leaves should be raked two to three feet from the back of the
curb or edge of roadway where possible Again, please do
noi rake your leaves into the street; onto the sidewalk;
or into the drainage areas. Residents who place their
leaves in the street or on the sidewalk create serious public
a
safety issues. The resident who places their leaves in the
21
street or on the sidewalk are subject to fines and penalties
under the City's Ordinances and will be responsible for any
accidents they might cause. Residents who place their leaves
in drainage areas may be responsible for any flooding issues
the leaves created
the street.
Bagged leaves must be dropped off at the bagged leaf collection point on Andrus Drive and will not be picked up on
either the
only,
for
city
service
residents
free
a
is
This
point.
leaLcollection
Only begged lellyti will ba_accePted at the
service comvehicle must display a City Sticker or the individual must be able to provide proof of City residency. Lawn and yard
panies will need to dispose of leaves they collect at their own expense.
CIhrhotao
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Journal the districts have no
other choice but to turn to taxpayers.
The Kentucky Board of
Education approved a budget
request this month that aims to
restore school funding to prerecession levels. Officials will
submit the request to Gov. Steve
Beshear in November, and the
General Assembly will finalize
a budget next year.
Bob Rogers,superintendent of
the Murray Independent School
District, said, "Now we've got
to replace funds we had been
getting from the state that have
been replaced by requirements
and mandates, due to all of the
cuts that have been made.
State
Kentucky
"The
Legislature is constitutionally
bound to fund education in this
state, and I realize it's tough
right now. They're funding
Medicaid, prisons, the state
government and so many other
things and I understand it's a
tough job for them with the little
amount of money available. All
we're asking, though. is for a
return to how it was in 2008.
That was when the SEEK fund
base amounted to $3,900 per
child and all of the strands of
that were funded. Since then, all
of those have been reduced dramatically."
Rogers said,"Most everybody
took the 4 percent, and that's all
you can do. Here, it's going to
about
probably
generate
$75.000."
Kennith Bargo, superintendent of the Calloway County
Schools,
"I'm excited about doing it
because quite honestly, we're
either the lowest or the next
lowest in the Purchase area,"
Bargo said. "We're nowhere
near what some of the other
people are around here at 40.4
percent.
"No one likes to raise taxes.
That is never a good thing
because it does get into people's
pocketbooks and that's not a lot
of fun to do. As a taxpayer I
understand that, and that is a

concern."
Bargo added, "Even though
the state is not funding SEEK
fully as it should, we still have
students to educate, school
buildings to keep open, repairs
to be made and teachers to pay
and all the things that go with
that.Those things don't go away
simply because the state decides
to cut funding. We still have to
find a way to handle it.
"The amount of money offsetting from the 4 percent increase
(around $200000) doesn't even
come close to the amount lost
from SEEK funding from the
state ($600,000).
"We're helping slow down the
bleeding just a little by this."
House Education Chairman
Derrick Graham, D-Frankfort,
said an effort by the Kentucky
Board of Education aimed at
restoring school funding levels
to pre-recession amounts is
unlikely to gain traction among
lawmakers.
"It comes down to this - there
is no money," Graham said.
The states primary funding
stream for schools, the Support
in
Excellence
Education
Kentucky program, allocations
have remained almost the same
while student attendance has
increased.
Funding per student under the
program has declined to $3,827
this year from $3.866 in 2009,
according to the education
department.
Another program. Flexible
Focus Funding. which helps pay
for professional development,
safe schools, textbooks and
other areas, has dropped to $93
million today from $154 million
in 2008.
Restoring those two funds
alone would cost $272 million
in the next biennium.
Mandatory federal budget cuts
will pull about $32 million from
Kentucky education programs.
School districts also report rising costs from pensions and legislative mandates, such as
implementation of new academic standards required under a
2009 law.
"Everything is hitting at once
said.
Desai
year,"
this
Superintendents believe "this is
the year to make us or break us."

Saddle Up...
From Front
Anderson feared momentum
built heading into the event
would be lost when it came time
to reschedule. Instead, and to
her delight, it appears the opposite is happening as Saturday's
reschedule date approaches.
"My family tried to tell me
everything,was going to be OK
with the shutdown, but I wouldn't listen. I really was worried,"
Anderson said Monday of the
event that has become a large
St. Jude
fundraiser for
Children's Research Hospital in
Memphis, Tenn. Saddle Up has
accumulated more than $30,000
the past three years. "Now, it
looks like it may actually end up
helping us. I've checked with
the people at Wrangler's in the
last few days and they're saying
they are full and probably will
stay that way, plus we have a lot

of people who are now saying
that they are just coming for the
one day and, if the turnout is
what we think it's going to be
right now, we'll really have a
great day.
"We're at $10,167 right now
and we're hoping for $20,000
this year, which would eclipse
last year's record of $16,000, so
we think we have a real shot at
doing that."
Anderson said many people
have handled fundraisers leading up to the event, such as
potluck meals and the selling of
a cookbook. Anderson, a
teacher at Calloway County
High School, said her fellow
faculty members have raised
$3,000 themselves.
"My phone has just been ringing off the hook the past several
days. I think people are excited
and ready to go," she said.

DAVID
PERLOW
Attorney-At-Law
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After the Christmas holidays, Christmas trees will be accepted at the leaf collection pointfor disposal.
24th,2014.
The bagged leaf collection point will be open from November 4th,2013 through January
from 8:00 am until Noon.
Hours of operation will be Monday through Friday 7:30 am to 3:00 pm and Saturdays
epts.htm
A link will be posted on the City's website at www.murrayky.soy/publicworks/street/otherd
pick-up.
leaf
throughout
so that residents may monitor the city's progress and current location

Gregory. Easley & Ernstberger
2045.Oth Street • NItirrii . KY 42071

(270)753-2633
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nications and development,so it's a
perfect fit for him, and I think he'll
do a good job, and that's why we
From Front
appointed him,"
Welch said his new role would
When the MSU Board of Regents
involve
managing the day-to-day
named Miller as interim university
president in June, he vacated the operations of the development
presidency of the MSU Foundation. office, adding that individual colBob Jackson, associate vice presi- leges would continue to have their
dent of institutional advancement own directors of development. He
and governmental relations in the said he was happy to continue his
Office of Development, then position as Town & Gown coordibecame president of the MSU nator as well.
"I sent an email to all the Town &
Foundation and has been handling
both jobs since then. Welch's new Gown partners assuring them that
role will enable Jackson to focus this doesn't mean any kind of sigmore on the foundation,Miller said. nificant change to Town & Gown,"
Miller said Welch has two Welch said.
Jackson said he would continue
degrees from MSU and has done a
great job in his current position. He with some of his larger developsaid Welch would retain his current ment responsibilities in his role as
responsibilities as Town & Gown MSU Foundation president.
coordinator and that his past experi"Historically, the foundation and
ence as program director and pro- the office of development have
duction coordinator at MSU's pub- worked hand in glove together in
lic radio station, WKMS,would be regard to the very large gifts a valuable asset in his new job.
gifts that involve trust and estate
"I think it's a great move," Miller planning - so I'll still be working
said."He (Welch) worked with me with our largest donors in those
over in the president's office, and very complicated gifts," Jackson
with Bob Jackson working with the said. "Sometimes, that's gifts of
foundation this year as president - property,land,farms,and Dr. Miller
and of course, he's still our liaison in his previous role and I worked
with the state legislature - he's very closely together on all those
really spread thin this year. so we types of gifts. I will continue to do
need some leadership over in devel- that at the foundation with those
opment. Mark's got great experi- larger gifts, which we call estate
ence with WKMS,both in commu- and gift planning."
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•Grants...

Missing Calloway teens located
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Two girls missing since late
Saturday night from a residence
west of Murray were found safe
in Fulton Monday and officials
say the public's attention to the
case was key.
Calloway County Deputy
Sheriff Gene Johnson said
Tuesday that the Calloway
Sheriff's
Office
County
Facebook page received about
30,000 hits from the time the
office announced it was looking
for the girls sometime Sunday
until Fulton police reported
locating them at approximately
9:30 Monday night.
"Those are the most hits
we've had for anything since we
started doing this and we appre-

ciate the public's help on this."
Johnson said.
Johnson said the two girls,
Payton R. Sherill. 15.of Murray
and Kelsi Ann Dawson. 13, of
Mayfield, were located in the
parking lot of the Fulton
Walmart after the Calloway
Sheriff's
Office
County
received a tip of their whereabouts at about 9:15.
Johnson said Fulton police
officers reported that the girls
were in the company of a pair of
adult males at the time they
were located. He said those
males could be facing Several
charges related to the ease.
Sherill and Dawson had last
been seen at 71 Crossland Road
near Murray late Saturday night.

From Front
The approved grants can be
viewed at www.homelandsecurity.ky.gov/gp. The list stated
that Calloway County had
received $30,000 and MSU had
been awarded $48,000.
"The Kentucky Office of
Homeland Security grant award
funding will be utilized to
upgrade radio equipment in the
University
Police
911
Communications
Center,"
David DeVoss,director of MSU
Public Safety and Emergency
Management and chief of MSU
Police, said in an email. "The
current analogue base radio will
be converted to include both
analog and digital capabilities.
Included in the award are a
more powerful repeater with
duplexer and antenna. Further,
our existing mobile radios will
be reprogrammed with digital
capabilities, and finally, all
police officers will be provided
portable radios with combined
analog and digital capabilities.
This grant award will further
our efforts to realize our goal of
interoperability in communications with all other agencies."
Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins said he
was pleased that the $30,000
grant would go to EMS.
Calloway County EMS Director
Marty Barnett said all ambulances had been equipped with
wireless 12-lead electrocardiograms,and the grant would help

pay for an upgrade to one of the
monitors.
"Our project is Calloway
County Heart Safe Community
... and we're really trying to
focus right now on upgrading
and increasing our ability to
take care of the heart patient,"
Barnett said.
"The effectiveness of our first
responders is enhanced by these
grants as they carry out their
important role of protecting citizens when natural and manmade disasters occur in the
Commonwealth," Gov. Beshear
said in a press release. "I am
confident that this allocation of
federal funds has been maximized to help keep Kentuckians
safe and secure."
Gene Kiser,executive director
of the Kentucky Office of
Homeland Security (KOHS),
said local agencies submitted
235 applications totaling $13
million for these grants. He said
KOHS endeavors to find more
innovative and creative ways to
reduce threats and dangers,
enhance security analyses, continue cutting-edge training, protect critical infrastructure, and
acquire communications and
other vital equipment for first
responders.
The state's homeland security
programs, administration and
staffing are financed almost
entirely through federal dollars,
the release said.

Seating business to bring
510 jobs to Union City

UNION CITY, Tenn. (AP) - facturing is leaving.
"We found that officials in
Ergonomic office chair producer
9to5 Seating is moving its manu- China have been very helpful, but
facturing operations from China manufacturing in China is not s'
to Union City in West Tennessee. going to be a long-term solution
bringing 510 jobs to a region that for manufacturers," Mir said.
s•
Mir examined several states,
sorely needs them, officials said
Kentucky.'t:
Texas,
visiting
Monday.
Tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam Mississippi and Alabama.looking II:
was joined by 9to5 Seating CEO for a place to build a plant. The •,.11
Darius Mir and local officials in company decided on Union City
announcing the $39.5 million because of its central location and
investment being made by the the existence of a knowledgeable. 1
family-owned business.The com- willing workforce that is familiar
pany, based in Hawthorne. Calif., with manufacturing work. Mir
plans to add the jobs over a five- said.
Union City has a good road and
year period but plans to begin
production in early 2014 in this highway infrastructure, and its a
short drive from the Mississippi
city of about 11.000 people.
As part of the move, Mir, an River port at Cates Landing.
Iranian immigrant,says the com- Chicago. St. Louis. Nashville,
pany will introduce a new retail Memphis and other large cities
product line called Made in are just hours away.
Union City also is providing an
America Seating. Many associated with the transaction are hailing already-constructed warehouse
it as a victory for a region in rural building where the company can
America trying to strengthen its quickly begin making office seat-2
ing. A 2(N).000-square-foot
economy in challenging times.
"We are determined to not only expansion is planned in the next VI
bring back manufacturing to the five years. Mir said.
The announcement was good
United States, but to reverse a 30year trend by exporting our high- news for Union City, which lost(
quality USA made products com- 1,800 jobs after the 43-year-oldii
petitively to Asia and other coun- Goodyear tire plant closed in July
tries around the world," Mir said. 2011.
3
New jobs will also help offset
The company is leaving
Zhongsang in favor of a location the closing of a plant belonging to
where U.S. marketing and distri- Nashville-based fireplace mann- f.
bution is easier and transportation facturer Hearth Products next
year. Officials expect Union City
costs are lower, Mir said.
He said the government of to lose 250 jobs when the facility;
aware that some manu- closes.
as CFO at MCCH. Parks left China is
From Front
that position in July to assume a
Murray-Calloway County area. similar position at Jackson MPD responds to 12th and Johnson wreck
He is a 1980 graduate of Murray Purchase Medical Center in
in a 2012 Dodge Ram.
Staff Report
with a
University
State
Mayfield.
Anderson turned right and was,,
Police
The
Murray
Bachelor of Science degree in
Department reported to a two- struck by the 2012 Nissan Cube.,
"We are glad to have Dirk join
Accounting, his oldest son is an
t;
our team and for having the vehicle accident Tuesday at the Howe said.
MSU graduate and his daughter
Cooper had a passenger —4
chance to bring him back to the corner of 12th Street and
is currently enrolled at MSU.
Sheila Cooper. 51, of Lavinia.!
great state of Kentucky and city Johnson Boulevard.
"Murray is a great community
MPD spokesman Sgt. David Tenn. - while Anderson had as
Penner,
and my family and I are excited of Murray," said Jerry
Howe said John Cooper,50, of passenger - Peggy Wiggins. 74,,.
believe
he
CEO.
"We
MCCH
to be back in western Kentucky.
Lavinia, Tenn.. was driving a of Murray - with her.
MPD was assisted on scene by;
We look forward to getting will be a perfect fit for MCCH 2012 Nissan Cube south on U.S.
involved in local activities," and we will truly enjoy his per- 641 while Anita Anderson, 52, the Murray-Calloway County
sonality and benefit from his of Murray, was stopped at the EMS.
Morgan said.
stop sign on Johnson Boulevard
Morgan replaces Vicki Parks expertise."
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By Allan L
bottom line
Beane, Ph.D.
that
is
President, Bully
workplace
Free Systems, LLC
bullies are
just far too
expensive to keep.
Workplace bullying has a
direct impact on the health
and productivity of employees. Here are the top twelve
health consequences (symptoms) for bullied employees
(Namie, G. Namie, R., The
Bully at Work. Naperville, IL:
Sourcebooks, Inc. 2000):
• Severe anxiety (94 percent)
• Sleep disruption (84 percent)
• Loss of concentration (82
percent)
• Feeling edgy (jittery and
nervous) (80 percent)
• Obsession over bully's
motives and tactics (76 percent)
• Stress headaches (64 percent)
• Avoidance of feelings
and/or places (49 percent)
• Shame and embarrassment
causing a change in routine
(49 percent)
• Racing heart rate (48 percent)
• Flashbacks (46 percent)
New muscle or joint aches
(43 percent)
• Diagnosed depression (41
percent)
• Bullying weakens the
mind, weakens the heart, weakens the body, and weakens the
spirit. IT DRAINS THE SOUL!
The next article in this series
will focus what you should do
when you are bullied in the
workplace.
Allan L. Beane. Ph.D. is
President of Bully Free Systems, LLC, www.bullyfree.com,
(270) 227-0431, located in
Murray. This column is the
ninth part of a series that will
continue in the coming weeks.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Education abroad and history
Murray State does many selves in bygone times," he
things well. Under Melanie argues, "life back then was
McCallon,Robyn Pizzo,Steven based on ways of being and
incommensurable
Guns, and Jamie Booth, the ^ believing
university's Education Abroad with our own." "The past's
Program is one of the very difference," he writes, "is,
best things Murray State has indeed, one of its charms: no
to offer. I should refer to Mur- one would yearn for it if it
ray State's Education Abroad merely replicated the present.
Programs — plural — because But we cannot help but view
there are programs for students and celebrate it[except] through
and 'faculty in almost every present-day lenses."
People did do things difimaginable place in the world.
Sometimes- I forget as a ferently "back then." So, the
teacher of history how diffi- problem for the student of hiscult the study of history often tory is to try to figure out
is for many of my students. what they did, what they
In "The Past is a Foreign thought, how they lived, and
Country" (Cambridge Univer- then to make some sense of
sity Press, 1985), the histori- all that for ourselves, for our
an David Lowenthal likened own situations. Making a conthe study of history to a study nection with the past is someabroad experience. The past is times hard, sometimes easy.
so different from the present, Surely, for example a study
just as visiting a foreign coun- of the Bible and the Koran
try for the uninitiated is such will help us understand the
a different experience from liv- deep divisions in the Middle
East today. Surely, a study of
ing at home.
According to Lowenthal, the presidential administrations
"the past thus conjured up is, of Woodrow Wilson and
to be sure, largely an artifact Franklin Delano Roosevelt will
of the present. However faith- help us put into context Barack
fully we preserve,' however Obama's presidency today.
authentically we restore, how- Surely, a study of the, beginever deeply we immerse our- nings of the Great Depression

of the 1930s
will give us
pause, warning us of
similar
trends in our
economy
today.
B u t
sometimes,
students of Home and
History must
Away
simply admit
By James
that we just Duane Bolin
do not know. Ledger & Times
that we just
Columnist
cannot
understand
fully, how folks lived in the
past. 1 know that I have learned
to state those three words often
in my history classes: "I don't
know."
In "The Everlasting Man"
(Image Books, 1955), G. K.
Chesterton wrote eloquently
about the limits of doing History. "The other day," Chesterton wrote. "a scientific summary of the state of a prehistoric tribe began confidently
with the words 'They wore no
clothes.' Not one reader in a
hundred probably stopped to
ask himself how we should

come to know whether clothes
had once been worn by people of whom everything has perished except a few chips ,of
bone and stone. It was doubtless hoped that we should find
a stone hat as well as a stone
hatchet." "It is not contended
here that these primitive men
did wear clothes any more than
they did weave rushes,"
Chesterton concluded, "but
merely that we have not enough
evidence to know whether they
did or not."
I have added the Lowenthal and Chesterton quotes to
my archives, burgeoning file
folders filled with quotations,
clippings, and articles about
the study of history. However
difficult the study of history,
however like it is to visiting
a foreign country, just think
of the refreshment and the
excitement we always receives
when we travel abroad!
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. He may
be reached at jbolin@murraystate.edu.
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Bullying problems in
the workplace (Part 2)
In the first article of this
series on workplace bullying.
we discovered that bullying
can be a significant problem
in businesses. So, why don't
employees report it'?
There are several reasons.
Sometimes they are embarrassed that they have allowed
someone to overpower them.
Other times, they may have
observed other employees
report bullying and nothing
was done. They may also
fear they will be blamed
because their superior may not
like them as much as the person doing the bullying.
Of course,the bully may also
be their supervisor or boss, so
they fear they will be fired
and they know jobs are scarce.
Some bullied employees also
don't want to be viewed as a
problem or create a problem
for their superior. They may
also fear retaliation from the
co-worker who bullies and
those who support him.
When the problem of workplace bullying is not resolved,
it can create health problems
for bullied employees and cost
their employer. Everyday, I million workers in the US are
absent from work due to stress.
Stress is costing American busin
(www.tuc.org.uk/h_and_s/tuc6968-f0.cfm) $300 billion a
year in terms of diminished
employee
productivity,
turnover, and insurance. For
example, if (workplacebullying.org/press/2008tc14.html) 37
percent of workers are bullied, the potential cost to American businesses would be
around $111 billion annually.
Here are some more documented facts regarding the
impact of bullying:
• Workplace bullying leads
to 18 million lost working days
per year (Hazards Magazine,
Issue 70)
•Increased turnover(Keashly & Jagatic, 2003) .
• Increased cost of recruitment and training
• Low workforce morale
(Rayner & Hoel, 1997)
• Poor customer relations
(customers are bullied or they
observe employees bullied)
•Decreased productivity and
performance (Field 2001)
• Decreased employee commitment (Hodl et. al., 2003)
• Potential litigation (Earn-

Obi1

While others think pink during Breast Cancer Awareness
Month. I favor more autumnal hues — vivid crimson,
tawny orange. shaggy bursts
of yellow. The landscape I
imagine includes a woman,
standing on the steps of a
trailer in Trigg County. She
waves to me as I pull in the
driveway. Behind her, startled
by a sudden breeze, the sedge
grass shudders and ripples.
She smiles as she adjusts
the scarf she wears, turbanlike, on her head. "This morning all my hair fell out," she
calls as I walk toward her.
But she does not seek sympathy.
I can still hear her voice,
a sweet, lilting sound, explaining that her hair will grow
back by springtime. She gestures toward the trees, the
falling leaves testimony that
all things, in their time, ebb
and flow.
A breast cancer survivor with
13 cancer-free years behind
her, she could not afford the
premiums
insurance
high
required of someone with a
pre-existing condition. The
breast cancer, treatment and
recovery had nearly bankrupted her, but she worked hard

as a freelance designer of
stained glass windows and took
pride in her artwork.
Over time, she managed to
put some cash aside, and even
invested in an Individual Retirement Account.
When she was diagnosed
with ovarian cancer at 49, the
impact was nearly overwhelming on every score. Her partner of many years left her.
"He said he couldn't take it
again," she told me.
Chemo cost $4,000 a treatment, and she needed eight of
them. "I didn't even make that
much money last year." She
shrugged and tried to laugh,
but the sound was hollow.
Eventually, she cashed in
the IRA, spent every penny
of savings, and still did not
have enough to cover the costs
of her illness. When she began
responding to treatment, she
got a part-time job teaching
art, and that kept her spirits
up and provided some money
to get by on. As long as she
had a place she needed to be
every day, she could muster
the energy and spirit to continue.
In the end, she finally had
to file for disability and depend
on the ministrations of a cir-

cle of good
friends who
tended to her
she
when
up
signed
for hospice
at
care
home. Not
long before
she needed
to take to her
bed forever, Main Street
was By Constance
she
Alexander
to
forced
move Ledger & Times
Columnist
because of a
fire in her
trailer
caused by her landlord trying
to unfreeze a frozen pipe with
a blowtorch.
I cannot help remembering
Kathy every Breast Cancer
Awareness Month. This year I
think of her and wonder about
the politicians at the forefront
of efforts to sabotage Affordable Health Care. Do they have
any idea of the price paid by
hard-working individuals who
cannot afford health insurance?
And if they do, why haven't
they offered alternatives instead
of trying to torpedo a law that
• was passed three years ago?
Fortunately for Kentucky.
Governor Beshear accepted the

challenge of setting up a health
care exchange, which has
received good notices for its
effectiveness so far. Unfortunately for millions of others.
25 states have declined to fill
the gap for those who do not
qualify for reduced private
insurance rates or traditional
Medicaid.
According to an article on
health care reform in a recent
of
issue
www.everydayhealth.com, lead
author Peter Shin, PhD, MPH,
an associate professor of health
policy at George Washington
University, said, "Our analysis shows that if you are poor
and live in one of the 25 optout states, you are likely to
have been left out when it
comes to health reform."
During October, when posturing politicians solemnly
sport pink ribbons in their lapels
and spout platitudes about
breast cancer, I see red and
wonder if these men and women
really believe they can conceal their true colors.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledger.com. Contact the columnist directly at
constanceakxanderetwc.com
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Edna Fay Wells Parks

Obituaries

Edna Fay Wells Parks,91,of Murray, Ky., passed away Tuesday,
Oct. 22, 2013. at Spring Creek Health Care and Rehabilitation
Charlotte D.Scum
Center.
Charlotte D.Scurry,66,of Lexington,S.C.,died Tuesday,Oct. 15,
She was born in Calloway County to John and Audra Howlett
2013.
Wells on Jan. 23, 1922. She was married to Edgar
She was born Feb. 24, 1947, in Murray. Ky., to Juana Brasher
Purdom Parks on April 12, 1941, in Murray. In
Dodson and the late William Elmo Dodson. She had lived in South
addition to her husband and parents she was preCarolina since 1972. She worked for First Citizens Bank as Project
ceded in death by one sister, Ruth Seaford.
Manager for over 20 years. She was a member of Palmetto Painters
Edna loved her role as a homemaker and was an
and the Chapter *'the Society of Decorative Painters.
excellent seamstress and cook. She relished being
She is survived by her mother,Juana Brasher Dodson.of Murray,
"Gran" to her grandson and great-grandchildren
Ky.; husband of 18 years, Hugh Scurry, of Lexington, S.C.; sons,
and adored her nieces and nephews.
Andy Hodge and wife, Janice, and Jason Hodge, all of Irmo. S.C.;
Survivors include her daughter, Dr. Sandra Wells
three grandchildren, Ryan. Justin and Megan; brothers, Buddy
Parks: her grandson, Benjamin Charles Turnbow
Dodson and wife. Cindy,of San Diego,Calif., and Jim Dodson and
and his special friend, Can Rucker; three greatParka
wife. Melissa, of Murray, Ky.; and three nieces.
grandchildren. and six great-great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were held Thursday, Oct. 17, 2013,at 10 a.m. at
She is also survived by her sisters, Sue Lamb,of Guilford, Conn.,
Thompson Funeral Home in Lexington. S.C. The Rev. Don Bell
and Evelyn Newport, of Murray and Memphis. Tenn.; as well as
officiated. Burial followed in Southland Memorial Gardens.
several nieces and nephews.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Hospice Care of TrVisitation will be held at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from II
County, 166 Stoneridge Drive, Suite 100, Columbia,SC 29210.
until 1 p.m. on Thursday.Oct. 24,2013. with graveside servicam.
Arrangements were handled by Thompson Funeral Home.
es to follow at Ivy Cemetery at 1:30 p.m. John Dale and Kerry
Lambert will officiate.
Ben Thomas'Tommy' Newton
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralBen Thomas "Tommy" Newton, 84, of Murray, Ky., died
Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
home.com.
Tuesday. Oct. 22,2013, in Texas.
He was born Jan. 15, 1929, in Benton. He was a Korean and Funeral Home.
In lieu of flowers, expressions of sympathy may be made to the
Vietnam veteran who retired from the Army and
Calloway Endowment for Healthcare, Attn. Residential
Murray
the state highway as a mechanic. He was a member of Ferguson Springs Baptist Church and Hospice House,803 Poplar Street. Murray, KY 42071.
This is a paid obituary.
American Legion Post 73.
Emma
by
wife,
death
his
He was preceded in
The number of times published or the length of one or more of
Newton; two children, Kim and R.T. Newton; his mother, Lillian the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
Colston; and a brother. William Colston.
and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or
Mr. Newton is survived by four children, Robert C. Newton, of space.
Dallas, Texas, Nell Gartman and husband, George,of Kyle,Texas,
John Newton, of Florida, and Glee Mikus, of Florida; a brother,
Howard Colston, of Cadiz; two sisters, Ruth Smith, of Cadiz, and
Lou Nell Litchfield and husband,Glen Dale,of Benton-Aurora; six
grandchildren, Cody Gartman, Lindsay Dixie, Benjamin Newton,
Joe Hyde, Bryan Hyde and Pete Hyde; and six great-grandchildren. From Front
no explanation for the failure
Funeral services will be held Friday, Oct. 25, 2013, at 3 p.m. at
except to note that high traffic to
Ferguson Springs Baptist Church in Benton, with Howard Conner. months.
the website caused some of the
A review of internal architec- slowdowns. He said it had been
James Keeling and Elijah Balentine officiating. Burial will follow
at Ferguson Springs Cemetery.
tural diagrams obtained by the visited nearly 20 million times
Visitation will be held Friday. Oct. 25,2013,from 2-3 p.m. at the AP revealed the system's com- — fewer monthly visits so far
church.
plexity. Insurance applicants than many commercial webExpressions of sympathy may be made to: Ferguson Springs have a host of personal informa- sites, such as PayPal, AOL,
Cemetery Fund,94 Ferguson Dr.. Benton, KY 42025.
tion verified, including income Wikipedia or Pinterest.'
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com. and immigration status. The
"The problem has been that
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
system connects to other federal the website that's supposed to
computer networks, including make it easy to apply for and
ones at the Social Security purchase the insurance is not
leny Lee Key
Jerry Lee Key,70,of Murray, Ky.,died Sunday, Oct. 20,2013,at Administration, IRS. Veterans working the way it should for
Administration, Office of everybody," Obama said.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was born Nov. 30, 1942, in Murray to the late Personnel Management and the "There's no sugarcoating it. The
Harry P. and Jessie B. Chapman Key. He was a Peace Corps.
website has been too slow.
1970 graduate of Murray State University with a
President Barack Obama on People have been getting stuck
B.S. in agriculture and business and was an Army Monday acknowledged techni- during the application process.
veteran. He was the former owner and operator for cal problems that he described And I think it's fair to say that
35 years of Mr. Ps formal wear and limousine as "kinks in the system." He also nobody is more frustrated by
service. He was a member of the Kirksey United promised a "tech surge" by lead- that than I am."
Methodist Church.
The online system was enviing technology talent to repair
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in the painfully slow and often sioned as a simple way for peodeath by one brother,Gary P. Key; and one son-in- unresponsive website that has ple without health insurance to
law, Chad M. Fox.
frustrated Americans trying to comparison-shop among comKey
Mr. Key is survived by one daughter, LeeAnn enroll online for insurance plans peting plans offered in their
Fox, of Murray; one son, Harry Jayson Key, of at the center of Obama's health state, pick their preferred level
Murray; one sister, Julia Ann Cunningham and care law.
of coverage and cost and sign
husband. Danny, of Murray; one sister-in-law,
up. For many, it's not worked
Rose
a
at
\1Ir
remarks
But in
ftememoci•eleno
Faye Key, of Murray; one granddaughter. Fiona Garden event. Obama offered out that way so far.
Anemnrsco•
Kay Fox,of Murray; and several nieces.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are incomplete and are
being handled by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
• The Murray Personnel Committee will meet at 6 p.m.
and Finance Committee will to discuss employee health
meet at 5 p.m. Thursday in plan renewal.
Gary Frank Colson
• The Murray City Council
Gary Frank Colson, 67, of Henry, Tenn., died Friday, Oct. 18, City Hall to discuss several
projects. At 5:50 p.m., the will meet at 6:30 p.m.
2013. at Oak Manor in McKenzie,Tenn.
Public Works Committee will Thursday in City Hall.
He was born Aug. 14. 1946, in Calloway County. He worked for
review bids for Livability
Colson Guttering.
Sidewalks (Multi-Use Trail at
He was preceded in death by a son, Dwayne Colson,and his par• To report a Town Crier
Bee Creek Soccer Complex).
ents, Willie Frank and Jo Colson.
call 753-1916
item
Insurance
Health
The
Mr.Colson is survived by two daughters,Dena Anderson and husone
Murray;
of
Smith,
Tammy
and
Concord,
band. Jody, of New
sister, Dorothy Garland and husband. Dale. of Murray; one granddaughter, Amy Anderson; and two great-grandchildren.
A private family service will be held at a later date.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
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Graveside services for Budl Mohundro,85,of Dexter. Ky.. will be
at I p.m. Thursday. Oct. 24. 2013, at Barnett Cemetery. Visitation
will be held Thursday. Oct. 24,2013. at Imes-Miller Funeral Home
from II a.m. until departing for the graveside service.
Mr. Mohundro died Monday. Oct. 21, 2013. at
Spring Creek Health Care.
Mr. Mohundro was born June 2, 1928, in
Calloway County. He was an Army veteran, having served in Korea. He was a member of the
Jehovah Witness Church.
He was preceded in death by his parents. A.P. and Penne Outland
Mohundro; a son, Michael Wade Mohundro; and a brother, Euel
Wade Mohundro.
Mr. Mohundro is survived by two daughters, Teresa Cooper and
husband. Charles, and Janice Smith and husband, Dewayne, all of
Dexter; two grandchildren,Stephen A. Janow and wife,Alycia,and
Caitlyn R. Cooper, all of Dexter; a great-granddaughter, Penelope
Janow,of Dexter; and the mother of his children, Betty Sue Blagg,
of Murray.
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.
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News in Brief
McConnell has support of tea party leader
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Senate Republican Leader Mitch
McConnell has the support of tea party darling Marco Rubio for
re-election next year.
The Republican senator from Florida said during an appearance
on FOX News Sunday that he supports McConnell's re-election.
The McConnell campaign distributed a transcript of Rubio's weekend comments to media covering the Kentucky race.
McConnell and his GOP primary challenger. Louisville businessman Matt Bevin, have been competing for tea party endorsements.
Rubio said McConnell has done a good job as leader of the
Senate Republicans, which he described as a diverse group with
lots of different opinions.
McConnell already has the endorsement of another high-profile
tea party Republican,Sen. Rand Paul of Kentucky.
The winner of the McConnell-Bevin matchup will likely face
Democratic front-runner Alison Lundergan Grimes in the general
election.

Addition to wildlife area being dedicated
STURGIS, Ky.(AP) — A massive addition to the Big Rivers
Wildlife Management Area and State Forest in western Kentucky
will be dedicated this week.
The Kentucky Division of Forestry and the state Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources will meet lawmakers, local officials,
funding partners and others at the 4,241-acre property on
Wednesday.
Public and private partners helped the agencies acquire the
Crittenden County property this month,and it will soon open to
hunters, anglers, hikers and others. It's to be permanently protected
for conservation use.
The agencies dedicated the first phase last year. a 257I-acre
tract in Union County.
Fish and Wildlife Deputy Commissioner Benjy Kinman says the
$12.6 million purchase was made without using license and permit
fees paid by anglers and hunters.

Louisville urologist to run for Congress
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) Louisville urologist Michael
Macfarlane has announced he will seek the Republican nomination to challenge Democratic U.S. Rep. John Yanntith in
Kentucky's 3rd District.
Macfarlane is a Republican activist who is a longtime member
of the state GOP's executive committee.
Macfarlane. a Louisville resident since 1992, performs urologic
surgeries at Jewish Hospital. Norton Healthcare, and Baptist East.
He is seeking to replace Kentucky's only Democratic congressman. Yarmuth has represented the Louisville area since 2007 when
he defeated Republican incumbent Anne Northup.
Republicans hold Kentucky's other five congressional seats as
well as both of the state's Senate seats.

Man pleads not guilty in fatal holdup
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(API — A Bowling Green man
charged with murder and robbery in a fatal holdup at a pizza place
has pleaded not guilty.
The Daily News reports 21-year-old John Shobe III entered the
plea Monday in Warren Circuit Court. He is charged with killing
51-year-old Harold Dean Johnson outside a Domino's Pizza in
Bowling Green in August.
Police said robbery was the motive for the shooting, which
occurred after the facility closed. There were others inside the
building at the time, but no one else was injured.
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SPORTS WRITER / PHOTOGRAPHER

STAFF WRITER / PHOTOGRAPHER

The Murray Ledger & Times, a 7,500-circulation,
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray,
Ky., is currently accepting applications for a full-time
Sports Writer / Photographer. This person's responsibilities include covering sporting events, writing feature
stories, taking photographs, assisting with layout,
uploading items to the web and other basic reporter
duties. A working knowledge of Quark XPress and
Adobe Photoshop is a plus. Proficiency with a 35mm
camera also helpful. Work schedule includes nights and
weekends. A bachelor's degree in journalism or communications is preferred. Send resume and clippings to:
Ricky Martin, sports editor, The Murray Ledger & Times,
1001 Whitnell St., Murray, KY 42071; or e-mail:
sports@murrayledger.com.

The Murray Ledger & Times. a 7.500-circulation.
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray,
Ky., is currently accepting applications for a full-time
position of Staff Writer / Photographer. This person's
responsibilities include covering meetings, breaking
news, writing feature stories, taking photographs,
assisting with layout, uploading items to the web and
other basic news reporter duties. A working knowledge
of Quark XPress and Adobe Photoshop is a plus.
Proficiency with a 35mm camera also helpful. Work
schedule includes nights and weekends. A bachelor's
degree in journalism or communications is preferred.
Send resume and clippings to: Greg Travis. editor. The
Murray Ledger & Times, 1001 Whitnell St., Murray. KY
42071. or e-mail: editor@murrayledger.com
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ROOTS concert
to be held Oct. 29
Special to the Ledger
Presented by Murray State
University's department of history, the fourth annual ROOTS
music concert will be held at
Lovett Auditorium Tuesday.
Oct. 29,at 7:30 p.m.
This year's performers include
the nationally-acclaimed The
Bankesters, The Giant City
Slickers and Terrapin Pond performing a blend of modern bluegrass, gypsy jazz, country-rock.
western swing and folk.
Recently released by Compass
Records."Love Has Wheels" is
The Bankesters' fifth album.
This bluegrass family band from
Illinois includes three sisters:
Emily, fiddle, Alysha. mandolin
and fiddle: and Melissa. upright
bass. Emily was also awarded
the first International Bluegrass
Music Association Momentum
Award for Vocalist of the Year in
2013. Parents Phil and Dorene
play guitar and provide vocals.
husband,
Melissa's
Kyle
Triplett, plays banjo as well as
guitar, dobro and mandolin.
From Carbondale. III.. The
Giant City Slickers perform a

blend of Western swing and
honky-tonk. The band consists
of musicians Alex Kin, lead
vocal/rhythm guitar; Mark
Stoffel, electric mandolin/fiddle; Dan Goett, lead guitar:
Blake Bramlett, upright bass:
Charlie Morrill, drums, and Jim
Beers,drums.The band features
instrumental interplay reminiscent of the Texas Playboys and
gypsy jazz of Django Reinhardt.
"Blue Gill Boogie," is the newly
released album from The
Slickers.
According to founder Craig
Morris,"Terrapin Pond presents
an innovative fusion of garage
rock and Appalachian folk ... in
a swirling folk-psych landMorris
scape."
produces,
arranges and composes much of
the group's material. The musicians include Jason and Justin
McKendree on electric banjo
and mandolin: Morris. lead guitar, lap steel and keyboards;
Brandon Gilham, drums: and
Dustin, bass.
This event is free and open to
the public. The concert will last
approximately two hours.

CCPL to host fashion
scarf workshop
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Public
Library will hold a crochet and
knitting workshop titled "Create
a Fashion Scarf." The workshop
will be held Saturday: Nov. 2.
from 1-4:30 p.m. in the library
meeting room. Members of
Knit-wits, a local knitting
group. and Quilt Lovers of

With the cooler weather we get out our
heavier clothing. Often when we start
looking at what we had last sea.son it
doesn't appeal to us anymore.
We have all the latest trends and styles
to update your fall and winter wardrobe.
You'll love the knit fabric, and colors
from Neon Buddha. The attention to
detail on them is stunning and perfect for
this kind of weather.
You don't want to miss Nic+Zoe this
season. The three-quarter length cardigans and the metallic-infused top, are on
the money this fall
The coated denim is one of this season's must-haves. The black and the copper colors look like leather. The leather
look is definitely one of this season's
hottest items.
We have some very good looking jackets in the mot° style. as well as leather
trimmed cardigans
Lysse leggings are so new looking and
different you will want to try all the new
styles.
Take your plain lane outfits to a new
level with our gorgeous belts. The heft
buckles and ornamentation are so fashion
forward you'll want more than one
Statement necklace, and large caning,
are all the rage. They take your outfit
over the top.
We have some wonderfully inexpen
sive layering tops in all of the fall colors
to compliment your fall Jackets and see
through sweaters. They are one site to,
all and so comfortable.
Our heavier cardigans and wraps a re
perfect for now and great for football
games They are warm hut not heavy
Fur trim is also a must this season. try
something in a jewel tone fashion color
to make a fashion statement.
Congratulations to Kim Greene who
won the giveaway this week. -Like- and
"Share" on Facebook. or register in the
store, to be eligible
New Vera Bradley is here!
Stay tuned to pest weeks fun and fashion report .
VOTED MURRAY'S
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LADIES
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Murray will be the instructors.
No previous crochet or knitting knowledge is required.
Participants may choose to
either crochet or knit their
scarves. Crocheters should
bring either a J or K crochet
hook and a skein of Sashay yarn
in any color. Knitters should
bring a set of needles size 8 or
larger and a skein of Sashay
yarn in any color.
The workshop is free of
charge; however,space is limited and will be filled on a firstcome,first-serve basis. To register, call the library at 753-2288.

Photo provided

UDC MEETING: Phyllis
Simmons is pictured presenting the September program
on "Highlights of the War
Between the States" at a
meeting of the J.N. Williams
Chapter
805,
United
Daughters
the
of
Confederacy.
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Kiwanis to collect shoes

Active Parenting Now classes set
A six-week series of Active Parenting Now classes will be held on
Mondays beginning Nov. 4 from 5:30-8 p.m. at the Calloway
County Extension Office.The purpose of the class is to provide parents with the information and skills necessary to help their children
develop cooperation, courage. responsibility and self-esteem. For
more information or to register call 753-1452.

CCPL to offer computer class
Cannon and Grooms
Lana Balentine Cannon. of Almo,announces the engagement and
approaching marriage of her daughter. Brittany Jo Cannon, to TJ.
Grooms,son of Amanda Tyson.of Danville. Va.. and Tony Grooms,
of Murray.
Miss Cannon is also the daughter of the late Harley Dale Cannon.
She is the granddaughter of Elijah and JoAnn Balentine, of Alm°.
Harley and Paulette Cannon, of Calvert City, and Merle Blythe, of
Paoli. Ind.
Mr. Grooms is the grandson of the late Ralph Edward Grooms and
Annie Grooms,of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is a 2011 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is employed by Pella of Murray.
The groom-elect is self-employed as a farmer.
The wedding will take place at 2:30 p.m. Saturday. Nov. 9,2013.
at Kirksey United Methodist Church in Kirksey. All friends and
family are invited to attend.

The Calloway County Public Library will offer "Computer Basics
for Beginners, Session #3: Introduction to Email" on Thursday,
Oct. 24. from 12:30-2:30 p.m. This session will introduce participants to email accounts, including how to create personal emails,
who to send email, how to attach files, how to search email, how to
move emails between folders, and how to add contacts. To register
for the free class, call 753-2288.

Ducks Unlimited banquet to be held
The Lyon County Ducks Unlimited Banquet and Auction will be
held Saturday. Nov. 2, at 5:30 p.m. at the Lee S. Jones Conference
Complex,Hwy.93 S., Eddyville. Dinner will begin at 6:30 p.m. and
the auction will start at 7 p.m. For tickets or more information call
625-8228 or 625-2380.

Downtown Spooktacular to be held
The Downtown Paris Association will host its Downtown
Spooktacular Saturday, Oct. 26, from 12-4 p.m. on the Henry
County Courthouse lawn. The event will include free crafts, entertainment. costume and spooky sound effect contests with prizes,
live music and concessions. The public is invited to attend.

Health fair to be held

Cox chairs national conference
on teaching and technology
Special to the Ledger
Dr. J. Ricky Cox. professor of
chemistry with Anna S. Brown
and Ruth B. Logan, endowed
chair in pre-medicine, served as
the chair of the Teaching
Professor Technology conference in Atlanta. Ga.. on Oct. 46.
The conference theme was
Blended. Flipped and Massive.
which mirrored current trends in
technology with the higher education community. It centered
on informing teachers about the
technologies that change the
way teachers teach and students
learn. It also educated teachers
on how to use these technologies to effectively teach in their
courses and on their campus.
The three-day conference
brought together interdisciplinary group of faculty, educational technology leaders and
other educational professionals
interested in learning more
about how technology is changing the learning environment.
As chair, Cox selected the
advisory board for the conference. This advisory board
reviewed submissions from faculty across the nation to participate in the conference and share
their research and teaching
methods. Cox also helped select
the speakers for the plenary sessions and administered these
/sessions. He served as master of
ceremonies of the conference.
"This was the first ever
Teaching Professor conference
focused on technology, which
made my appointment as chair
very exciting," Cox said. "1 was
honored to be asked to chair this
conference, which brought
together a national and international group of faculty and
instructional designers to discuss the role of technology in
reshaping higher education in
terms of face-to-face and online
teaching methods, student
engagement. content delivery,

assessment and teacher-student
interactions."
Cox was asked to chair the
conference due to his scholarly
publication record in the area of
technology-based
teaching
methods. He receryed grants
from HP and Microsoft to study
learning gains associated with
the integration of technology in
the classroom. Cox also attended numerous other Teaching
Professor conferences that were
focused more on traditional
teaching methods.
In 2005, Cox won the Board
of Regents Award for Teaching
Excellence for the College of
Science. Engineering
and
Technology and served as the
teaching scholar-in-residence at
the Center for Teaching.
Learning and Technology. He
has been active in developing
and publishing new technologybased teaching methods and
integrating Tablet PC technology in the chemistry curriculum.
He has published II articles
about teaching and learning in
publications such as The
Teaching Professor newsletter,
Journal of Chemical Education
and the Journal of College
Science Teaching. In addition.
Cox has published numerous
papers with his research students in the areas of protein biochemistry and antibiotic resistance. In the past seven years,
Cox has published six articles in
the areas of antibiotic resistance
and protein structure in journals
such as Biochemistry and the
Journal of Physical Chemistry.
Cox has received many
awards for excellence in teaching, including the Carnegie
for
Foundation
the
Advancement of Teaching
Kentucky Professor of the Year
(2008). Murray State University
Distinguished Professor (2011)
and Max Carman Outstanding
Teacher Award (2011).
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The monthly meeting of American Legion
Post #73 will be held Thursday. Oct. 24, at 7
p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee
Creek Drive off of North Fourth Street. The
agenda will focus on Murray State University
football/basketball signups and upcoming
Veterans' Day activities. All veterans are invited to attend. For more information call
Commander Cecil Cowsert at 519-8375.

The Kiwanis Club of Murray will collect
unwanted shoes at Make A Difference Day, set
for Saturday, Oct. 26, at the Murray State University Roy Stewart
Stadium parking lot from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Donated shoes will be
recycled, and money generated will be used to provide equipment
and training to install low-tech water purification systems in villages and small communities with no access to clean water. For
more information call 436-2897.
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The 17th annual Western Kentucky Health Fair will be held
Thursday,Oct. 24,from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the Joe Creason
Community Center in Benton. Free services will include diabetes
screening, vision screening, skin cancer awareness, osteoporosis
screening. blood pressure checks, grip strength, balance assessments. cholesterol screenings, PSA screenings and more. The public is invited to attend. For more information call 527-5653.

Stroke/brain injury group to meet
The Murray Stroke and Brain Injury Support Group will meet
Thursday. Oct. 24. at 5:30 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Center for Health and Wellness classroom. The progvam
will be presented by Dr. Rachel Korson, neurologist. For more
information contact Cheryl Crouch at cherylscrouch@yahoo.com.

Blood drive to be held
An American Red Cross blood drive will be held Thursday. Oct.
24.from 12:30-5:30 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, 1601 Main
St., Murray. For more information visit www.redcrossblood.org.

WKEC board to meet
The West Kentucky Educational Cooperative Board of Directors
will meet Wednesday, Oct. 23. at the WKEC Conference Center in
Eddyville. The meeting will begin at 9:30 a.m.

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous, a I2-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at
Christ Methodist Church. 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For more
information call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.

Compassionate Friends to meet
The Compassionate Friends support group will meet Thursday,
Oct. 24. at 7 p.m. in PDR I outside the cafeteria entrance at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This support group meets for
the encouragement of bereaved parents who have lost children as a
result of accident, illness or tragedy, regardless of their child's age.
For more information call Hilda Bennett at 498-8324 or Chaplain
Kerry Lambert at '762-1274.

Fun ride set for Thursdays
GearUp Cycles, 104 N. 15th St., Murray, will hold a 90-minute
fun ride each Thursday around Murray and Calloway County
beginning at 5:30 p.m. Participants will then meet up at Mugsy's
restaurant, Murray,for a post-ride hangout. The public is invited.

Trade days to be held at park
The Murray-Calloway County Park will host "Olde Thyme
Thursday Trade Days" every Thursday. Vendors are invited to set
up booths in front of the ball fields along Arcadia Street in Central
Park. Setup and placement is on a first come basis. Hours are from
7 a.m. to 1 p.m. No trading. buying, selling or giving away of
firearms or live animals. For more information call the park office
at 762-0325.

Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
of all levels are welcome. For more information call Dot at 7534803.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The public is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the church office at 753-1834.

CPR and Lay Responder classes offered

CPR and Lay Responder classes are offered monthly through the
Calloway County Chapter. Visit www.redcross.org/takeaclass
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Wesley supports local charities
with fundraiser proceeds
Special to the Ledger
I he residents ()I Wesley at Murray Retirement
Community recently held a fundraiser for local
charities in the Community Room.
The residents and their family members and
friends combined their unwanted or unused items
to sell. It was determined by the residents prior to
the sale that all of the proceeds would be distributed to local charities. The one-day event raised
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over SI .100, which was divided between Need
Line and Angel's Clinic. The two organizations
were chosen based on their past assistance and
support to Wesley residents or their family members.
Upon presentation of a check from the Wesley
residents, family and friends, Sherry Crittenden,
director of Angel's Clinic,stated."This is going to
help a whole lot of people."

Photo provided

ROTARY SCHOLARSHIP WINNER: Reagan Meredith has been named winner of the Rotary
Club of Murray Archives Renewable Scholarship. She will receive a $300 scholarship and will
assist in the archival processing of the Rotary Collection. Pictured are Melanie Brooks,
Director of Development: Adam Murray. Dean of University Libraries: Ron Churchill, Chair of
the Archives Committee. Meredith; Warren Edminster, President Elect of the Murray Rotary
Club; and Dieter Ullrich, Archivist and Special Collections Librarian.

MSU Dr. Home receives $25,000
Research Enhancement Grant
Special to the Ledger
The Kentucky EPS('oR program,supported by the National
Science Foundation, has selected Dr. Lloyd P. Horne. assistant
professor in the department of
chemistry, as a recipient of a
$25,000 Research Enhancement
Grant(REG).
Horne joined the faculty at
Murray State University just
over a year ago. His REG
award, the first of several in the
Commonwealth, provides funding to Home's research group
and their work on compositional
studies of electrmatalytic metal
oxide nanoparticles.
Horne said the goals for the
project are to provide a quantitative description of nanoparticle
composition, achieve some control over particle size and dispersity, and investigate particle
surface chemistry."For the metals we're targeting and the properties we're investigating, this is
largely uncharted territory,"
Horne said."We select research
directions that are high impact.
increasing our competitiveness
for research funding and publication selection in influential
journals."
Horne attributes/the successful
start of his research group to his
students and the support he has
received from the Jesse D.Jones
College of Science. Engineering
and Technology' (JCSET) and
the Department of Chemistry.
Two undergraduate students.
Chasity McIntyre and Lauren
Trent,joined his research group
a year ago. "These are two of

the hardest working and most
undergraduate
dedicated
researchers I've had the privilege to work with,and I've been
undergraduate
rnentoring
researchers for eight years. I
credit the momentum that my
group is beginning to establish
to their hard work and dedication. We're just getting started
and the recent REG award is a
testament to the technical merit
and broader impact of our
research program," Horne said.
Horne says he is very delighted and grateful to the NSF KY
EPSCoR program to have been
selected for a REG award. He
plans to use the funding to purchase critical instrumentation,
research materials and conduct
some collaborative experiments
at Vanderbilt University. The
award will also enable him to
present a research lecture at a
major conference.
Horne says this also has a positive impact on the educational
mission of the university.
Student researchers will collaborate on the REG project.
"These student researchers gain
a broadened learning experience
involving a mixture of chemical
measurement tools with nan-

otechnology, better preparing
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has ily members; and Sherry Crittenden, representing Angel's Clinic.
Furthermore. Horne
integrate
*
to
recently begun
nanomaterials synthesis with
problem-based learning into the
laboratory portions of his analytical instrumentation courses
that are taught in the Jones/Ross
Research Center. "As our capabilities for nanomaterials synthesis and characterization
expand, we will continue to look
for ways to integrate these into
the educational opportunities for
students. I don't know of anyQuestions About The Affordable Care Act?
one doing it this way and, in
some respects, I think we're
(Obamacare) Call Me Today!
steps ahead," Horne said.
The REG program is intended
("VIM 27 SfeaAA jxpetience Slaving Mtvubay & Calloway Colutbi!
to expand EPSCoR's goal of
building research infrastructure
113 S. 4th St. on the Square •(270) 761-1010•(270) 293-8817
within the Commonwealth by
engaging academic campuses
robert.billington@yahoo.com
and participants across the state.
Home's proposal competed with
those submitted from other faculty at regional institutions
within the Commonwealth, and
was judged according to the
National Science Foundation's
review criteria for scientific
merit and broader impacts.
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women's basketball teams!
• Doors open at 6:00 p.m.
• Give aways, autographs & more!
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at Mugsy's
is invited.

at 2:00 p.m.

HEAR HER LAUGH AGAIN!
Ilde Thyme
ivited to set
q in Central
Hs are from
ng away of
park office

If you've been missing out on the sounds that matter most to
you, you may be experiencing Sound Voids'.
We provide the most advanced hearing technology available.
Call today to find out what you've been missing!

Audiology
p.m. in the
Ary. Knitters
Dot at 753-

gram, meets
h. The pubon or a ride,

[Offered
through the
:aclass.

Heanng Center
888.717.0030
Murray
Paducah
N 121 Bypass
1711
150 Brett Chase, Ste B
Tony Milliano, Au D., FAAA, Doctor of Audiology
Whitney Cope, Au.D., Doctor of Audiology
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St. Jude tourney honors lives touched
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
About a year ago, the idea of
Carson Chapman making the
opening swing of a golf tournament was an afterthought.
He had bigger things to concern
himself with — like fighting his
leukemia. Yet, Friday afternoon,
there .he was, decked out in a red
Calloway County Lakers golf
shirt, about to launch the opening
salvo of an event that meant a lot
to him — the second annual St.
Jude Golf Scramble at Murray
Country Club, designed to raise
money for the place helping him
and other children afflicted with
types of cancers and other diseases, St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital in Memphis,
Tenn.
"It's pretty crazy," said the 14year-old Calloway County
Middle School student, who has
undergone treatment at St. Jude
since being diagnosed in the summer of 2012. "It's just great to
have the community come
together like this to support a
cause."
Thanks to advances in modem
medicine. which St. Jude is helping lead in the fight against a
myriad of childhood diseases.
Chapman seemed pretty spry for
someone nearing the halfway
point of treatment.
"I'm good right now. I'm able
to go to school. I feel strong," he
said of how the treatments, last-

MCCH hosts

ing for two to three hours at a
time in Memphis,are not causing
major issues. "I'm surprised. I'm
able to eat. I'm not getting sick."
"Look at him! He's smiling ear
to ear out here today. You wouldn't know he has a disease, and
that's why we're out here," said
Mark English,tournament organizer, who just happens to be
Chapman's assistant principal at
CCMS. "Yeah, I decided it was
OK for him to miss one day of
school for this, but I'm glad he's
here."
Chapman is one offive children
in the community who are the
inspiration for a group known as
the Murray Miracles,all of whom
have received treatment at St.
Jude at one time or another.
Payton Dawson, Bae Lawrence,
Jack Kelly and Abby Mott all
were treated or continue to
receive treatments in Memphis,
while Jorge' Villeda also was a St.
Jude patient before his death last
year, a harsh reminder of what
still faces children and their families.
"One thing people immediately
think of when they think of
Memphis is Elvis Presley," said
Ryan Dawson of Lynn Grove,
whose daughter Payton is in
remission after being treated for
acute lymphoblastic leukemia.
Diagnosed in 2010. she now
returns to Memphis every four to
five months for checkups and will
continue that pattern for a total of
10 years.

Special to The Ledger
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Hospice program will
be hosting a free educational
event on Hospice care, for anyone interested in the program or
becoming involved,on Thursday
from 8 am. to 4 p.m. in the
MCCH Education Building on
the corner of Eighth and Elm
streets.
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital Hospice provides support and care to meet the unique
needs of those with life limiting
illnesses in Calloway County and
offers an Education Program
twice yearly. The program helps
the community in several ways.
First, it provides training to anywishing to become a Hospice
one
JOHN WRIGHT Ledger 8. Times
Second. it provides
volunteer.
Carson Chapman, left, points in the direction he would like his opening tee shot to go as he
increase knowledge
to
education
chats with Ryan Dawson of Lynn Grove Friday at the Murray Country Club. Chapman was about caring for family and/or
about to begin the second annual St. Jude Golf Scramble.
friends with life limiting illness$8500.
nearly
gross
event
the
es. Third, it increases awareness
eases.
to
need
"I think a lot of people
"I believe we earn various just below last year's total of and understanding of Hospice,
think of Danny Thomas
Palliative Care, and End-of-Life
(renowned entertainer who awards from God and he's defi- $10,000.
"You know what was so great care for medical professionals
founded St. Jude). It is impressive nitely earned his."
English said this year's tourna- about this?" asked English. and the community. Finally, it
that you have someone who had
achieved fame like he did make a ment drew 68 players, which was "Everybody had a good time,and explains how a person can be
promise that if he made it big in down from last year's total of you could sense as people were referred to Hospice.
the show business that he would nearly 100. However, their gen- leaving that they were also feelVolunteers are crucial to the
build a hospital that could cure erosity, such as spending $50 for ing good about being part of Hospice Program. They help
children of these kinds of dis- $5 mulligans for example. helped this."
meet the needs of Hospice
patients and their families in
many ways including sitting with
patients. running errands or even
by being a good listener.
just
dates at the
and takes less than an hour to complete. MCCH's center or come to a drive on one of the following
Special to The Ledger
patient and family is
Each
MURRAY.KY — Murray -Calloway County Hospital's is one of only two hospital-based donor centers in specified locations:
Some volunteers work in
unique.
Murray.
•Today 1-5 p.m.. Briggs & Stratton in
Blood Donor Center is in need of all blood types, but Kentucky, meaning blood drawn in the community stays
to assist with clerical
office
the
United
First
p.m.,
• Sunday, 9:30 a.m. to 2:30
especially 0-Positive blood, at this time.
in the community.
mailings, filing and
like
duties
Murray..
in
Area residents can donate blood by attending an
Donors must be at least 18 (or 16-17 with parental Methodist Church
more.
•Oc. 30 from,..8 ay.to 2 p.m.. Murray City Hall.
upcoming blood drive or making an appointment at the consent), be in good health, weigh at least 110 pounds
For more information or to regor
donat—
drive,
blood
a
hosting
intein
Anyone
the
of
floor
Blood Donor Center, located on the first
and pass the brief physical and health history exams
for the session, call MCCH
ister
ing bhvd,..shsontact the MCCH Blood Donor
North Tower at MCCH. The constant supply of blood given prior to donation.
Volunteer Coordinator
Hospice
provided locally gives the gift of life to many people,
To donate, please contact the center to schedule a time. Center at 270-762-1119.
Charlotte Rhodes at 270-7673670. Refreshments will be
served, but lunch will be the
responsibility of the attendee.

Murray hospital blood center makes plea for 0-Positive donations

Do you need help
enrolling in your health
insurance through
kynect?
We make it easy.
We do it for you.
You are
guaranteed
coverage.

'Conversation'film doc
details end-of-life issues

For nearly three generations.
Murray Woman's Clinic has
protected the health and
wellness of the women of
western Kentucky and
northwest Tennessee.
"When experience mints.
count on our lifetimes ofexperience"
Hoiir(1( criit led( itt( i \

Support the tight for a cures

Special to The Ledger
Talking about end of life care is
never an easy topic to discuss with
family members, but it's something
that should happen before it is too
late.
Lourdes Hospice invites the public
to a free showing of "Consider the
Conversation, a Film Documentary
on a Taboo Subject" at the Maiden
Alley Cinema in Paducah on
October 10 at 5 p.m. and October 24
at 6 p.m.
This is a film that looks at many of
the issues faced at the end-of-life. It
opens floodgates of thought and conversation on this difficult, even forbidden subject. The documentary
illustrates the many areas of
improvement in the health care system and will offer the tools,guidance
and resources people need to begin
talking with their loved ones about
their wishes and preferences.
Doors will open 30 minutes prior
to each show time and professionals
will be on hand to answer any questions. Each person attending receives
a free "Conversation Starter Kit."For
more information, contact Shannah
Poindexter at(270)415-3960.

Mon -Sat
Call us to enroll 9am
- 6pm

270.661.0012
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Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
270-436-5496
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypressspringeresort.com
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OVC BASKETBALL MEDIA DAY

MSU tabbed as co-favorite
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE - No surprises
crept up on Steve Prohm at
Ohio
Valley
Tuesday's
Conference Media Day.
The Racers were selected as
alongside
co-favorites,
Southeast Missouri State,to win
the league's West Division, and
the Murray State head coach
said things shook out just how
he imagined for the conference's
premier preseason event.
"The way 1 picked it, I picked
SEMO first," Prohm said.
"They've got very good talent
back. I think they have the best
frontcourt in the league in
(Tyler) Stone and (Nino)
Johnson, and they've got some
really good guard play.
"I think, if you look at talent
on paper, SEMO has got the

most talent on our side of the
division, so that wasn't a surprise."
Also not a surprise to Prohm.
Eastern Kentucky was selected
to win the East, followed by
Belmont, Morehead State,
Jacksonville State. Tennessee
State and Tennessee Tech.
Austin Peay was tabbed third
in the West behind SEMO and
MSU. while UT-Martin was
picked fourth, followed by
Eastern Illinois and SI UEdwardsville.
And while Prohm fielded
several questions about the disparity between the league's East
and West Divisions, the thirdyear head coach wasn't buying
any talk of one side remaining
the superior division for an
extended time.
Especially with eight of the
last II OVC Champions hailing

•
from the West.
"Right now, everybody talks
that the East is the dominant
league," he said. "...I just think
it's always going to go in cycles.
There are good programs in the
East, but there are good programs in the West.and so I think
to talk about one division staying stronger over the other isn't
really the case, because it's
going to go in cycles."
Stone was selected as the
league's Preseason Player of the
Year, while Tennessee State's
Patrick Miller was the only AllOVC First Team member from
last season to earn preseason
honors Tuesday. including
Stone, who finished on the
Second Team last year.
Omitted from the 10-player
preseason team were the Racers.
who didn't have a player selected for the first time in Prohm's

tenure at Murray State.
Again, however, Prohm wasti't caught off guard.
"Jeffery Moss and Dexter
Fields are our only two returners, so it's not a surprise,"
Prohm said. "Our best player
returning (Zay Jackson) didn't
play last year, and now he's not
playing again this year (out for
the season with a torn ACL). We
were picked first in our division,
though, so I'm not sure not having any players on the preseason
team adds up."
Still. Prohm is hoping to use
Tuesday's snubbing as fuel.
"I'll talk to the guys and I'll
say.'Hey. none of you made the
all-conference team, so how are
we going to have to win?'" he
said. "We are going to have to
win collectively, as a team and
as a unit, but I'll tell the guys
•See MEN, 10A

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times

Murray State head coach Steve Prohm speaks with
assembled media Tuesday afternoon in Nashville as part
of the Ohio Valley Conference's annual media day event.

WORLD SERIES GAME

4TH DISTRICT VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIP:
MURRAY HIGH 3, MARSHALL CO. 1

District Champs!
LADY TIGERS
TAKE DOWN
MARSHALL CO.
IN 4 SETS
By NICK DOLAN
Sports Writer
With'one point to go in the
fourth set, the Lady Tiger bench
held up a single finger.
As soon as they scored that
point, they stormed the court to
celebrate.
They defeated Marshall
County 3-1 to claim the 4th
District Title.
"Seeing the fire and desire
was exciting," Murray head
coach Clare Boggess said."I'm
so proud of these girls. They
have worked so hard and we
accoplished one goal last night
and that was to be able to go to
regionals,
"Then we accomplished the
second goal tonight and thats to
be district champs, this is huge
for our program."
In the first set the Lady Tiger
got out to a quick 11-4 lead
before Marshall head coach Dan
Langhi called a timeout.
After the timeout his Lady
Marshals allowed only two
more points on their way to
tying the set at 13-13.
Murray would go up twice
before Marshall could grasp a
21-18 lead forcing Boggess to
call a timeout.
"I just told them we could do
it. Relax and play," Boggess said
about her message to the girls
during the timeout. "Don't
worry about what they're doing.
Take control of what we know
how to do and get after it."
They listened.
Her Lady Tigers went on to
score the next seven points,sealing a crucial first set victory.

NICK DOLAN / Ledger & Times

the 4th District
The Murray High volleyball team celebrates right after claiming
County 4Marshall
defeated
Tigers
Lady
The
Tournament Championship Tuesday night.
week.
next
nt
Tourname
1 and moves on to the 1st Region
"Games like this your heart
"It allows you to breathe a little bit (winning the first set) and mind need to be in it and
because then, somewhat, the our heart was in it but we just
pressure is on them." Boggess weren't mentally focused,"
said."It was exciting and reliev- Langhi said."We made a lot of
unforced errors, which we don't
ing at the same time."
Through both the first and normally do.
"And that wasn't just on us,
second sets the Lady Marshals
didn't play as sharp as they have Murray played a good game
tonight. I'm surprised their
played earlier this season.
numerous libero brought up so many
made
They
unforced errors and fell out of balls."
That libero is junior Aisha
contention quickly in the secwho recorded 20 digs.
Fields,
ond frame
Murray High charged out to had two kills and two service
14-7 advantage, then aces.
a
And while Fields was left off
stretched it to 20-10,eventually
the All-Tournament roster,
winning 25-11.
Their largest margin of vic- Boggess had high praise for her
defensive standout.
tory all night.

"Aisha Fields, unfortunately
wasn't named to the AllTournament team but she is the
heart and sole of our back row,"
Boggess said. "She digs so
many balls. She had the one on
Hannah Langhi in the fourth set
and made it look easy."
The third set was neck and
neck all the way to the end with
the Lady Marshals claiming the
25-23 win.
But the Lady Tigers didn't
allow anything close to a comeback.
Their defensive play stood
out all night but in the fourth and
final set, they stepped it up with
crucial blocks and digs as they
•See LADY TIGERS, 10A

Boston was listed as a slim
favorite in the matchup between
teams that tied for the big
league lead in wins. The clubs
Lance
—
(AP)
BOSTON
Lynn squeezed through a door haven't met in the regular sealeading into the Green Monster, son since 2008, and Red Sox
shimmied along a cramped speedster Jacoby Ellsbury was
space behind the famed left- looking forward to this pairing
field wall and peered out a tiny that some are billing as the
metal slot in the Fenway Park Beards vs. the Birds.
"It will be exciting to see
scoreboard.
"A little snug for me." the some unfamiliar faces," he said.
Dustin Pedroia, Mike Napoli
burly St. Louis pitcher said.
many of their scraggly
and
their
got
Cardinals
of
Plenty
first look at the century-old Boston teammates figure to get
ballpark during a workout a good look at the Cardinals'
Tuesday, a day before they crop of young arms,led by postopened the World Series against season ace Michael Wacha and
relievers Trevor Rosenthal,
the Boston Red Sox.
Martinez and Kevin
Carlos
neat
The Red Sox saw a
Siegrist.
batting
took
they
As
too.
sight.
Ortiz is the link to the Red
practice at dusk, a giant. vibrant
team that swept St. Louis in
Sox
rainbow formed high in the sky
Series — Boston never
2004
the
Slugger
field.
beyond center
trailed at any point — and
David Ortiz noticed.
ip
"Oh, yeah." he said. "It's a ended an 86-year championsh
drought.
Dominican thing."
"Obviously I'm aware of the
Papi.
Big
Whatever.
of the two teams,"
history
Something special always
said. "Once the first
Ellsbury
seems to happen when the
all that goes out
happens,
pitch
meet,
Sox
Red
and
Redbirds
window."
the
from Stan the Man vs. the
The Red Sox are trying to/
Splendid Splinter, to Gibby vs.
their third crown in 10
win
Pujols.
Yu.to Pedro vs.
is aiming to
Now, they're set to meet for years. St. Louis
in three
title
second
its
take
the fourth time in "that
seasons.
eight
in
third
and
years
as
Octobery kind of air,"
some prethave
us
of
"Some
Adam
starter
I
Cardinals Game
ty bad memories of being here
Wainwright described it.
and we're looking to
Jon Lester will oppose him in 2004,
that ship," St.
right
of
kind
linea
facing
Wednesday-night.
Mike Matheny.
manager
Louis
up that got a late boost. Allen
said.
Craig, who hit a major leagueMatheny was the Cardinals'
leading .454 with runners in
that year. backed up by
catcher
scoring position but hasn't
Yadier Molina. Now
rookie
played since Sept. 4 because of
is considered the best
Molina
sprained left foot. is set to
defensive catcher in baseball,
return.
with trying to stop
charged
"I feel like I'm in a good
a Red Sox team
and
Ellsbury
spot," said the cleanup man,
in the postseason.
lot
a
run
that's
deswho will be the Cardinals'
fun to be part of this his"It's
ignated hitter.
tory, to be here in Fenway Park,
Weather could be a factor.
to be part of this Series against
to
Temperatures are supposed
Boston," Molina said.
dip into the low 40s and rain is
III See GAME 1, 10A
in the forecast.
id

BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

OVC BASKETBALL MEDIA DAY

Cross' Racers picked fourth
Tuesday. only three players
picked to win each division were than last season.
were first team following the
of
lot
a
were
there
year
"Last
probably the right two teams,"
league," 2012-13 season.
Cross said. "But we will see upperclassmen in this
Two of those reside in
are
there
Cross said. "This year
plays out.
NASHVILLE - Rob Cross how that all
Tenn. in the Skyhawks'
Martin.
that's
and
faces,
new
of
lot
"We defeated the team that a
Butler and Jasmine
can't remember a time the Ohio
Heather
division (last year) by going to keep things interesting.
The duo combined to
Newsome.
Valley Conference was deeper won each
to
what
know
double-digits. and the team that You really don't
points last season.
1532
score
than it was last season.
tournament(UT-Martin) expect from the entire league.
was selected as
Newsome
and
He's pretty sure he could see won the
lost
-digits on their home but everyone, just about,
double
by
of the Year
Player
Preseason
the
it again, however.
think the league had a lot some key players."
campaign
a
following
Tuesday
Tennessee Tech and UT- court. I
Including the Racers, who are
depth. and I think this year
both the OVC
won
she
which
in
Martin were picked to win their of
top
their
pressed with replacing
very similar."
and Defensive Player of
respective divisions Tuesday at will be
scorers from last year's team. Player
six
were
Racers
whose
Cross,
the first in league hisYear,
the
the le gue's annual media day,
The only team not effected
fourth in a tightfinish
to
picked
the feat.
seven
accomplish
to
where
tory
followItg a season
West Division. said he by heavy loss?
Racers didn't land anyThe
of the VC's eight tournament ly-wound
West favorite UT-Martin.
the OVC as a virtual deadone on the preseason team, but
teams entered the postseason sees
the 10 preseason AllOf
this
again
board
the
across
lock
with winning records.
•See WOMEN, 10A
but for a different reason OVC selections annoa need
"The two teams that were year.
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Tomes

Murray State head coach Rob Cross listens to questions
Tuesday at OVC Basketball Media Day.
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From Page 9A
"It's different to play here
defense.
overall. Playing
offense, pitching. It's different.
but at the same time it's fun," he
said.
David Freese grew up in St.
Louis and became MVP of the
2011 Series. He heard about
Stan Musial vs. Ted Williams in
1946, knew about Bob Gibson
facing Carl Yastrzemski in '67
and recalled watching on TV
when Red Sox reliever Keith
Foulke fielded Edgar Renteria's
tapper to finish off 2004.
"I remember the comebacker
that ended it. The sweep. You
don't expect a World Series to
end in four games," the 30-yearold third baseman said.
Freese said he'd always

The Insurlince Center of\
B„„„,.,,•lIøne • cat• Math • tile
Milli oat (warms% agent

LUMP ill/1111M) Bird •
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Prep Volleyball
481 Diatrict Tournament
Tueedsy
Championship
Murray High 4 Mar shav
WORLD SERIES
necessary)
(Bet-o$-7.
All games televised by Fox
St. Louis vs. Boston
Today
St Louts (Wainwright 19-9) at Elc,tni,
(Lester 15-8) 8 07 p m
Thursday
St Louts (Wacha 4-11 at Boston (Lackey
10-131 807pm
Saturday
Boston (Buchholz 12-1) at St Louis
(Kelly 10-5) 8 07 pm
Sunday
Boston (Peavy 12 Slat St Louis (Limn
1510) 815pm
s-Monday
Boston at St Loos 807 pm
it-Wednesday
St Loos at Boston 8 07 p m
ti-Thursday
St C41,, at Bost,',r1 8 0.' p in
NHL
Tuesday
Chicago 3 Fkinda 2 SO
Washington 5 Winnipeg 4 SO
Toronto 4 Anaheim 2
Vancouver 5 N V slanders 4 07
Columbus 4 New Jersey 1

2-1)- -;1- 1;;

Edmonton 4. Morn-eat 3
kennesota 2 Nashville 0
Tudor
Ottawa at Detroit. 730 p.m.
Bostor, at Buffalo. 8 p.m.
Thunitley
San Jose at Boston, 7 p.m
Vancouver at New Jersey. 7 p.m
N V Rangers at Philadelphia. 7 p.m
Anaheim al Montreal. 7 30p.m.
Chicago at Tampa Say. 7:30 p m
Winnipeg at Nashville,8 p.m.
Caroina at lAnnasota,8 p.m
Calgary at Data, 8130 p.m.
Washington at Edmonton,9 30 p.m
Phoenix at Los Angeles. 10.30 p.m
NSA Preussen
Today
Memphis at Toronto. 7 p m
Eirooklyn at &talon, 7 p m
Minnesota at Philadelphia, 7 p m
Washington vs Cleveland at Cincinnati.
OH 7 p m
New York vs Milwaukee at Green Bay
WI 8 p m
Miami at New Orleans. 8 pm
Atlanta at Dallas. 830 p or
Phoenix at Denver. 9 p m
Chicago vs Oklahoma City at Wichita.
KS 930 pm
Golden State at Sacramento 10 p m
UtetratLA Clippers. 10 30 p m

hoped to get a chance to play at
Fenway, and he got his first
look Tuesday.
After Matheny stood near
the mound and pointed out the
particulars of the dirt triangle in
center field, Freese stepped in
for batting practice. He
launched a long drive that hit
high off the Green Monster in
left-center, the loud thwack
echoing all around the ballpark.
"That's my Wall ball," he
hooted to teammate Matt
Holliday.
Good for a hitter, maybe not
so great for a pitcher.
"A ballgarne can change with
one swing of the bat in this ballpark," said Wacha, who also
climbed into the wall. "It's pretty crazy. Crazy dimensions,
that's for sure."

•Lady Tigers...
earned All-Tournament team
honors.
ran out to a 25-16 match clinchWith Calloway's Chance
victory.
ing
Christian Fellowship's
Overbey,
Maddie Waldrop had a career
and Marshall's
Emily
Nelson
high 20 kills and also tossed in
Langhi and Paige Henson also
two solo blocks.
Alexandra Page had 15 being named.
The Lady Tigers now await
assists, six digs and two kills.
Maddie Cohoon filled the the 1st Region draw this weekstat sheet with 11 assists, eight end before play continues early
digs, two service aces and four next week.
"I definitely hope we get a
kills.
draw (going into regiongood
kills
eight
Sarah Fitzer had
and digs while Eryn Fitzer had als) but to be a number one seed
three kills, two service aces and makes it a lot easier," Boggess
said. "We're going to work
11 digs.
And Rachel Todd had a waif hardand not just be happy to be
there. We want to do something
high 27 digs and four kills.
Waldrop. Todd and Page about it."

From Page 9A

•Women...
From Page 9A
there's at least one player Cross
said could finish on an All-OVC
team by the end of the season.
Jessica Winfrey's career at
Murray State has been marred
by injuries. but coming off a relatively healthy 2012-13 season,
Cross said he has high hopes the
fifth-year senior can return to
the double-double form he saw
as a sophomore.
"Winfrey has to stay healthy.
and I just hope for her sake that
she has a healthy season," he
said. "She really hasn't had a
fully healthy season since arriving as a freshman.
"There's no question she can
be an all-league player and average a double-double again.
because she can rebound. If you

Murray Le

III Game 1...
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can rebound like she is capable
of rebounding, you are going to
score some points. If she can be
that good again, that would go a
long way to helping this team."
was
SIU-Edwardsville
picked to finish second in the
West. receiving two first-place
votes. Eastern Illinois was
tabbed third, followed by the
Racers. Southeast Missouri
State and Austin Peay.
In the East, ITU logged 12
first-place votes while Belmont
received nine to finish second.
Eastern Kentucky was picked
third, followed by Morehead
State. Tennessee State and
Jacksonville State.
Cross and the Racers open the
season Nov. 8, hosting Robert
Morris-Springfield at 7 p.m.

•Men...
From Page 9A
that nobody in the league
thought they were worthy of
that.
"Hopefully they can use that
as motivation."
And even with depleted numbers entering the season (the
Racers will open the year with
just nine scholarship players)
Prohm said the expectations in
Racer Country are the same.
"Our goal never changes." he

said. "You win as many conference games as you can, win your
side of the league and win a double-bye in Nashville in the OVC
Tournament. Once you are there.
you're expected to win,and that
will be what we work for everyday and push toward.
"Our goal is not going to
chance, because, it can't
change."
The Racers will open the season at Valparaiso Friday. Nov. 8
at 7:30 p.m.
HOME OF THE

LiNIWED

DAVE SKRETTA
AP Sports Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP)
— Apparently, not even perfection is good enough for the
Kansas City Chiefs.
The Seattle Seahawks took
over the top spot in the AP
Pro32 power rankings released
Tuesday. just ahead of the second-place Chiefs — the lone
undefeated team left in the NFL
this season.
The Denver Broncos, who
lost 39-33 to Indianapolis on
Sunday night. dropped from a
unanimous No. I a week ago to
third in balloting by the 12
media members who regularly
cover the NFL.
"I know Kansas City is the
NFL's only unbeaten team: said
Alex Marvez of SiriusXM and
FoxSports1, "but the Seahawks
are the better squad."
Seattle received seven firstplace votes after improving to 61 with a 34-22 rout of the
Cardinals last week. Russell
Wilson threw three touchdown
passes for Seattle. and a defense
that many believe is the league's
showed why once again.
"Seven more sacks and two
interceptions for the defense.
and the Seahawks keep on
rolling," said Newsday's Bob
Glauber, who also called Seattle
the "most complete team in the
league."
The Chiefs earned four firstplace votes after a 17-16 victory
over the Texans left them 7-0 for
the first time since 2003. The 31
previous teams to win their first
seven games in the Super Bowl
era all made the playoffs and 15
of them made it to the championship game.
"Still a question if they are
indeed the best the league has to
offer," wrote ESPN.com's Jeff

Legwold in putting them No. I ,
"but they are the only 7-0 team."
That became the case when
the Broncos lost for the first
time in a franchise-record 17
regular-season games. Several
of Denver's weaknesses were
exposed by Indianapolis, including some issues with an offensive line that has been decimated by injuries.
Denver was third in the AP
Pro32. but did not receive a
first-place vote.
"The loss to the Colts is a
bump in the road for this team,"
said Pat Kirwan of SiriusXM
NFL Radio and CBSSports.com.
"It was clear that playing on the
road with two backup offensive
tackles makes things difficult.
Look for most teams to play
man-under, two-deep schemes
all year and feel four-man pressure up front can get to(Peyton)
Manning."
The Saints moved up one
spot to fourth after the Patriots
lost in overtime to the Jets,sending Tom Brady and Co. tumbling to ninth in the poll. The
Colts were fifth and picked up
their lone first-place vote from
Kirwan after they spoiled
Manning's return to town.
Indianapolis handed the
Seahawks their only loss earlier
this season..
"They may not hold the top
spot for long with Reggie
Wayne gone," Kirwan said,"but
Kansas City has to beat teams
like that to take over the top
spot."
The 49ers were sixth in the
poll. followed by the Packers,
Bengals. Patriots and Cowboys.
The Jets leaped from 19th to
13th after their win over the
Patriots.
Jacksonville. a loser of 12
straight, remained last for the
seventh consecutive week.
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Let's Go Places

COMICS/ FEATURES
Cross-dressing husband
worries his secret is out
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Looking Back
Tea years ago
Births reported included a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Warner,
Oct. 12; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Kendall Koehn, Oct. 18; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Munsey,
Sept. 23; and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Jason Edmonds, Sept. 18.
Last Saturday the Murray High
Tiger Band competed in the AAA
KMEA regional
contest
in
Owensboro. They were one of
only four bands to receive a distinguished rating and were ranked
third overall.
Jim
Bryant's
"Murray
Landmark," a 10-foot by 7-foot
piece made from Post-It Notes,
was pictured in the MSU Biennial
Faculty An Show.
Murray Art Guild president
Debi Henry and event coordinator
Denise Knoebel were pictured
displaying a banner announcing
the 11th annual Christmas
Gallery.
Twenty years ago
Wal-Mart associates who had
been with the Murray store since
its opening were Debbie Black.
Suzette Sharp, Debbie Day,Cindy
Wilson, Kathy Paschall, Wanda
Hughes, Cindy Pace. Brenda
Jordan. Linda McKee!, Hoyt
Wyatt, Sheree Story, James
Talent. Carla Taylor, Pam Kirks,
Jeannie Collins, Frances Walker
and Linda Hale.
Members of Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity of Murray State
University recently presented several boxes of canned food and a
check to the Murray-Calloway
County Need Line Association.
Fraternity members pictured were
Tremain Lewis. Eric Crump,
Larry Gourdine and Donald
Cook.
Winners of recent Bass'N Gals
Beverly
were
tournaments
Wallace, Melinda Pember, Jeanne
Maupin. Bumette Ferguson and
Anita Smith.
Thirty years ago
Quint T. Guier. of Murray. who

was to be 101 years old Dec. 22,
was recognized as an honorary
fellow of the Jesse Stuart Creative
Writing Workshop at Murray
State University.
Births reported included a girl
to Cindy and Craig Yates, Oct. 12;
a boy to Kimberley and Paul
Wimberley, Oct. 13; a boy to Terri
and Joey Boggess, Oct., 14; a girl
to Sarah and Morton Rickard,
Oct. 14; and a boy to Mary Ann
and Phillip Anderson, Oct. 14.
Forty years ago
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital Administrator Stuart
Poston and Lions Club member
Tom Shirley were pictured looking at one of the refrigerators to
be used in the new blood bank.
The Lions Club was raising
money for the blood bank through
the radio auction.
Mrs. James E. Hamilton presented a special lesson on "Fresh
and Dried Flower Arranging" as
part of one of the Home
Economics Classes at Murray
State University.
Mrs. Olga Freeman and Dr.
Hughie Lawson were the featured
speakers at a meeting of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution, held at the home of
Dr. Halene Visher.
Fifty years ago
Ken Wingert was promoted to
industrial engineering supervisor
at the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company, according to
Robert Wyman, general manager.
Dr. W. Frank Steely. history professor at Murray State College,
had been named chairman of the
United Nations Day observance in
Murray on Oct. 24.
Sixty years ago
The Calloway County Health
Center was to have its dedication
ceremony on Oct. 25. Staff members were Dr. J.A. Outland, Mrs.
Virginia Dixon,J.A. Colson, Miss
Dela Outland, Mrs. Rosezella
Outland. Miss Virginia Moore and
Mrs. Marjorie Barnett.

DEAR ABBY: 1 am a happily married, heterosexual crossdressing male. My wife understands and is supportive, and we
have a wonderful life together.
During the past week I have
been caught unexpectedly by three
different neighbors,and we are now
in a state of panic. Were not sure
what to do. If
you have any
suggestions,
we are all
ears.
CAUGHT IN
A PANIC
DEAR
CAUGHT:
Because you
would prefer
Dear Abby to keep your
cross-dressprivate
ing
By Abigail
and this is
Van Buren
October, you
could tell your neighbors your
female attire is what you'll be
wearing to a costume party. It's
plausible.
However, when someone is
"caught" engaging in a private
activity once -- that's an accident.
When it happens three times in
one week, I can't help but wonder whether on some level you
would like to be more open about
your lifestyle.
If you're not aware, a resource,
The Society for the Second Self
(Tri-Ess International), offers support for heterosexual cross-dressers
as well as their spouses, partners
and families. It has been in my
column before and is the oldest
and largest support organization
for cross-dressers and those who
love them. It promotes cross-dressing with dignity and decency, and
treats spouses on an equal basis
with their cross-dressers. You can
learn more about it at www.triess.org.
DEAR ABBY: My best friend's
husband has been texting me. When
he did it the first time, he had
been drinking and my friend was

asleep. Some of the things he
said made me uncomfortable, but
1 also didn't like that he said his
wife didn't know what he was
doing. He stopped after I told
him 1 was uncomfortable with it.
Now he has started up again,
offering support because my mother passed away recently. I am
honestly not sure whether he's
trying to be a good friend or if
he's looking for something more,
and that scares me. I don't want
to start trouble between my friend
and her husband, especially
because they seem so happy together. Any ideas on how to handle
this? -- UNSETTLED IN OHIO
DEAR UNSETTLED: Yes.
Your friend's husband may be a
genuinely sympathetic person -or he could be trying to take
advantage of you while you're emotionally vulnerable. Listen to your
gut. Tell him you appreciate his
thoughtfulness, but you already
have a support system in place
and are receiving all of the emotional support you need.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: My 17-yearold cousin died in 2010, and I'm
still hurting. I have tried to get
over it, but we were really close.
When I walk the halls at school.
I hear people say bad things about
him. When I bring his name up,
no one has anything good to say•
about him. It seems like they
don't really care that he was my
cousin and I loved him.
How can 1 ask these people
not to say bad things about him?
-- HURTING IN INDIANA
DEAR HURTING: Because
people forget that the young man
who died was your relative, feel
free to remind them. All you need
to say is: "You know, he was my
cousin and we were close. I still
miss him, and I wish you wouldn't say things like that about him
when I'm around."
Losing a relative at any age
is hard, but when the person is
young, it can be even harder.

Et A EVY

by the Watergate special prosecutor to Judge John J. Sirica.
In 1980, the resignation of
Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin was announced.
In 1987, the U.S. Senate rejected, 58-42. the Supreme Court
nomination of Robert H. Bork.
In 1991, Cambodia's warring
factions and representatives of 18
other nations. signed a peace treaty
in Paris.
In 1995, a jury in Houston
convicted Yolanda Saldivar of murdering Tejano singing star Selena

army in the Civil War Battle of
Westport in Missouri.
In 1910, Blanche S. Scott
became the first woman to make
a public solo airplane flight, reaching an altitude of 12 feet at a
park in Fort Wayne. Ind.
In 1915, tens of thousands of
women marched in New York
City, demanding the right to vote.
In 1941. the Walt Disney animated feature "Dumbo" premiered
in New York.
In 1973, President Richard
Nixon agreed to turn over White
House tape recordings subpoenaed
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YOU OION'T
ACTUALLY SAY
TMAT OUT LOUD,
IAD YOU?

DEAR DOCTOR K: This
isn't a medical question -- I'm
just curious. How do we see?
DEAR READER: It all
begins with light. Light from
the sun, moon, fire or (in the
past century or two) from electric lights bounces off an object
and enters our eyes.
The eye is like a camera. It
has a lens
that continuously focuses to sharpen the picture. Then
the eye sends
the picture to
brain,
the
which
set
processes the
Dr. Komaroff picture and
By
does the seeing.
Dr. Anthony
Let's start
Komaroff
with some
eye anatomy. (I've put a corresponding illustration on my website. AskDoctorK.com.) The eye's
surface is made up of the sclera (the white part of the eye
that protects its interior) and the
cornea. The cornea is a clear,
dome-like window at the front
of the eye that helps focus light.
The middle layer contains the
iris. The black hole in the center of the iris is the pupil. By
changing the size of the pupil,
the iris controls how much light
enters the eye (more in dim
light, less in bright light). The
iris has the color that defines
you as blue-eyed or brown-eyed.
Just behind the pupil and iris
lies the lens. The flexible lens
alters its shape, allowing the eye
to focus on objects at varying
distances. The shape the lens
takes when you are looking at
a sunset is very different from
the shape it takes when you read
a book.
The lens focuses light rays

on the retina, the light-sensitive
layer at the rear of the eye. The
macula is a small part of the
retina that gives us sharp central vision. Within the retina are
millions of specialized cells: Rod
cells perceive changes in light
and dark, while cone cells perceive color.
So how do all of these parts
work together to help us see?
Consider what happens when
you walk through a parking lot
and spot your car. What you are
actually seeing is the light reflected off the car.
The light thrown off the surfaces of your car hits your cornea,
where it is bent inward and passed
through to the lens. The light
rays bend further and get projected onto the retina.
The retina absorbs the light
and turns it into electrical energy. Those electrical signals travel along a nerve -- the optic
nerve -- through your brain to
the very back part of it, called
the occipital lobe. When those
electrical signals reach the back
of the brain, the brain interprets
the image -- the size, shape,
color and distance of your car.
Other parts of the brain also are
involved in interpreting the
images from your eyes.
We understand what parts of
the eye and brain are involved
in seeing. But we only understand dimly how it really works.
How does your brain know where
a tennis ball speeding toward
you will be one second from
now so that you can position
your racquet to hit it? The answer
to that and similar questions
remains a marvelous mystery.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston, MA
02115.)
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Bit of smoke
Rival of Athens
Opposed to
Select on the radio dial
Doe's mate
Cleopatra's love
Glutton
Gooey cheese
Revolting
Lush
Exorbitant
Instructive kind of book
Give a hoot
TV's Lauer
Skating spins
Nearsighted Mr.
Free (of)
Geriatrics study
Linen source
Mess up
Tusked mammal
Opera piece
Take to the sky
Minimal change
Colors anew
Border
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270-519.

ture, or too much iron in the you will use it often. To receive
PEELING
water. The color may be a lit- a copy of the four-page Heloise's
PLUMS
Dear tle off-putting, but it is harm- Seasonings, Sauces and Substitutes pamphlet, send $3 and a
Heloise:
I less and safe to eat.
Try this method for making long, self-addressed, stamped (66
to
wanted
drop you a hard-cooked eggs: Place a sin- cents) envelope to: HeloiseISSS,
line and tell gle layer of eggs in a saucepan P.O. Box 795001, San Antonio,
TX 78279-5001. If you are out
you about an with enough water to cover I
easy way my inch above the eggs. Cover and of coffee creamer, don't fret —
bring to a boil. Turn off the just add a teaspoon or so of ice
mom and
Heloise
have found heat, keep the pot covered and cream to your coffee, Yummy!
(quite by mistakeA to peel. a let the eggs stand for 15 min- — Heloise
utes for large eggs (12 minutes CHOCOLATE CURLS
plum.
Dear Heloise: Baking is a
tried using a tomato-slicing for medium eggs). When the
knife, and it worked pretty well. time is up, run them under cold hobby of mine, and I am always
However, my mom tried a pota- water or place them in ice water experimenting with new ways to
to peeler, and it worked perfect- to stop them from continuing to decorate and finish my cakes
and cupcakes. One of my favorite
cook. — Heloise
ly.
hints is to use a citrus zester to
Hope this helps some other EASY SOUP THICKENING
Dear Heloise: A great way make chocolate curls. Just pull
people who do not care for the
skin on plums. — Pi. and S.D. to instantly thicken soups, gravies the zester across a chocolate bar
and stews without the raw-flour for even, perfect curls. — Anna
in Ohio
taste is to use instant mashed- W., via email
A HARD-BOILED CASE
Dear Heloise: I love to cook potato flakes. Just stir in, and it SMALL PARTS
Dear Heloise: I place small
and eat HARD-BOILED EGGS. is done, and it adds a wonderSometimes the yolks are a beau- ful, subtle taste. — Jerome G. items like plastic lids and other
small parts and pieces in a mesh
tiful yellow color; other times, in Colorado Springs, Colo.
It's great to know what to zippered laundry bag, then place
there is a green or gray color.
What causes the green/gray color? substitute or add to a dish in a it in the top rack of the dishpinch. I have a great pamphlet washer. The bag keeps these
— Laurie J. in Wisconsin
The color in hard-boiled eggs that is a must for every cook. small items from getting lost or
(technically called "hard cooked") It has recipes for seasonings, breaking in the dishwasher. Just
is caused by overcooking the eggs. sauces and substitutes. Keep it attach the bag to the rack with
cooking at too high a tempera- handy in your kitchen, where clothespins. — Jennifer G. in
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Murray Led

Describing sight is not the same
as knowing how it works

Hints From Heloise

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Oct. 23,
the 296th day of 2013. There are
69 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 23, 1983,241 U.S. service members, most of them
Marines, were killed in a suicide
truck-bombing at Beirut International Airport in Lebanon; a nearattack on French
simultaneous'
forces killed 58 paratroopers.
On this date:
In 1864. forces led by Union
Gen. Samuel R. Curtis repelled
Confederate Gen. Sterling Price's
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error Murray Ledger & Times will be
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Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots for Sale
Mobile Homes For Saki
Weis Homes For Rea
Mobile Horns Lots For R11111
BUIllinele Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets II Supplies
livestock 4 Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
PENN
Pt NIPKIN PATCH
Rti
119,-atir in as ale.do.i•
PtIllipkins all Mies
I(
753-6132
Like us on facbook
facchook.com/
pkinpalt 11
petimi

-FINAL WEEKDOWNTOWN
SATURDAY MARKET
FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE
SPECIAL ON
PREMIUM GROUND
BEEF
STOCK UP FOR
WINTER

DEADLINES

I

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6. Day Period I
$335 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I

I

,11

'.1)'-.

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver
l.iciec I co edit any subnotted !matter
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Cliff & Laura Key

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising Sales Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include
working with a business to create
advertising plans and develop new
accounts in Murray and surrounding

and be self-motivated. Degree in advertising
or marketing is preferred. Previous sales

dental plans, salary plus commission, are

Goats & Goat Meat
Murray. (731)225-0421

Lynn Grove

ADVERTISING SALES

Lily Pad
Learning Center
has openings for
children 6wks-12yrs.
Located @
701 S. 4th St.
in the old
Wee Care building.
Please stop by or call
761-5459
for more info.

No on-the-spot interviews will be
conducted.
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
Advertising Sales Position

1st Month free

A national cleaning
company is seeking a
Project Manager for an
Industrial location in
Murray, KY. Candidate
will b,e a working manager for the janitorial
services.
Previous
Supervisor Expenence
and a clean background is a must.
Apply by calling 1-800246-3221 x500 leave
name and number or
resume
to
send
hr.dept 41,abbcoserv.co

*New Climate Control
Available
•24/7 Surveillance
Bookkeeper/Administra
*Pest Control
bye Assistant St Leo
Hwy 94 East
Catholic Church. Full270-978-1400 or time
position. Full
270-485-6122
description
at
stleoky.org. Resumes
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its stleoposting@gmaitco
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
Franchise Sales Rep
their own risk. Although
Needed.
persons and compaSalary+Comm,
nies mentioned herein
M-F 8am-5pm.
are believed to be repDuties emaiticall
utable. The Murray
national franchises
Ledger & Times, nor
earn new business.
any of its employees
Resume to:
accept any responsibilInfo@pecoproducts corn
ity whatsoever for their
attn. Dan
activities.

LEDGER&TIMES
Local Mail
Home Delivery
$30.00
3 mo.
3 mo......-.......630.00
$55.00
6 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.
$105.00
1 yr....-.--$105.00
All Other Mail
Subscriptions

Rest of KN'/TN
iPunear A BM harlfini

3 mo...--.-.475.80

3 mo......
6
1 yr......

......$80.00

Check

Money Order

Visa

Name
, St. Address
City
Zip

Stet,.
Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

Appirces
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Murray Ledger & Times

WARD-ELKINS

P.O. Box 1040-T

b05E South 12th SI

Murray, KY 42071

(270) 753-1713

or

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Papa Smurf
Storage

Straw $350/ bale
(270)753-4582,
227-7352

all part of an excellent benefit package.

ads@murrayledger.com

/ Pumpk ns
/ Wright Farms
2241 Jones
Sparkman Rd
270-753-6835
270-227-2289

CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
Sells
coins/paper money
At Trends-N-Treasures
Murray,Kentucky.
Wedesperately need to
buy your coins, paying
top $$$$$$.
Dr. Fuhrman
270-753-4161
King
size
Sleep
Number bed. P5 senes
$1500.
Gitterbug
phone
and
smart
charger $50.
270-753-0618

The City of Murray has the
following job opportunities:
POLICE OFFICER
(certified)
Starting pay rate: $12.74/hour
Apply at www murrayky goy/jobs
Questions: contact the HR Department
at 270-762-0344
Deadline for receiving applications:
4:00 p.m. Wednesday, October 30, 2013
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

070
Position Wanted

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the iotmerwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

Pay,
Drivers: Top
Many
Benefits,
Bonuses. CDL-A with 1
yr Tractor TrIr exp.
Hax/Tank End. Martin
Transport
1-800-397-2423

Experienced, honest,
dependable caregiver.
Will do light housecooking,
keeping,
errands,
medicine.
$11/hr (270)293-9064
Want to Buy
'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 7533633
Autos Wanted
Highest $$$ paid for
cars, trucks, farm
equipment, farm tracJunk
or
tors.
repairable. Free towHazel,KY
ing.
( 2 7 0 )4 9 2 - 86 8 8
Tennessee
(731)247-3064.
CASH paid for
good, used guns,
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM." Good used air conditioner, used carpeting.
No phone calls.
stove, refrigerator, electric & gas heater, storm
HOSTESS
windows. 753-4109
Full or part-time. Apply
in person. 305 S. 12th
150
Articles
St. Murray, KY
For Sale
IMMEDIATE opening!
Office Manager prr
Required job skills
include: 2 years experience with QuickBooks,
customer service, filing. answering phones,
generate
invoices,
credit card payment,
customer follow up.
resume
Send
to: infoOpecoproducts.corn or send to
Peco Products LLC,
3812 US Hwy. 641 N.,
Murray KY 42071

Public Sale
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

Houses For Rent
26R 1 BA house. 237
Tobacco Rd, Murray.
$425/mo
$425/deposit.
293-1017
3/2 Brick Ranch, unfurnished, city schools,
quiet neighborhood on
Melrose Drive, central
A/C & heat. 2-car
attached
garage,
stove, fridge, dishwasher, W/D hookup,
big
new
carpets,
fenced back yard. yearly lease-$900 rent, Tel.
270-978-2589.

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

270
Mobile Homes For Sale
*OWNER FINANCE**
3BR. 2BA, nice setting.flat 1 acre, $2,950
down, $495/ mo
2220 Wrather Rd.,
Murray area
(615)397-3171
Reduced to $40,000.00
Dexter area:
3BR, 2BA. 2001 28x40
manut. home.
Open floor plan, 1,2 acre
lot, fenced in back yard
Brent Evans,4 Rivers Realty
270-205-1650
2BR, & lot $11,900.00
753-6012
99 Fleetwood 28x64
Limited
Stoneridge
model. 3BR, 2BA. Must
be moved. 752-0316.
Call for appt.
Double wide 2 car
garage. 2 acres, 5 ,iles
from Murray $80,000.
down;
$3,000
$600/month. 978-0270,
Owner
227-9885.
Financing.

2 & 3 Bedroom.
(270)293-6116
320
Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom apartments
locations
Various
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs

Apartments
I BR from $345
28R from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDEI 1-800-5.45-1833
Ext. 283 .6
Faaai 00Porturety

-30 gal elec water
heater $30, -propane
furnace used 2 yrs, like
new $500, -500 gal
propane tank 20% filled
Rentals
GARLAND
$600, Malec stove like
presently has two bedkitchen
new $400,
room apartments availcounter with oak base,
Call for your
able
sink & faucet $160; 10
today
appointment
f1TV antennae with 25
270-753-2905
ft tower $150: wood
stove, double door.
Red Oaks & Live Oaks
steel $150
Apartments, Murray. 1
Alfalfa Square bales & 2BR available 6 mo
Wheat straw bales for leases, $100/dep special 753-8668 (am) or
sale
753-8221 (p m )
(270) 293-0079

Lake house. 3BR/2BA,
inground pool, hot tub,
outdoor fireplace, 15
town.
mins.
from
1 , 2200 /mo,
$1,200/dep. 293-2544
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Murray Ledger di Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is sublect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes ii
illegal to advertise any- prelerewe, limitahon or discrimination based on race, color, religion, ,es, handicap, familial status or national ongin, or intention to make anti such
ence• limitations'or discrimination
State laws turbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of teal estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will know inOv accept am
advertising for real estate which
is not in violdhon of the law All
persons are hotels 'stormed
that all dwelling,adi tinned are
available on an equal opportumh basis
For turther assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam, 17031646-1000

MM. MTAMINO
0.•01111ura•

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsenterprises.net
or call 270-753-4109

WM For Sale
3 Hunting & Income
Producing Farms,
93acres
31acres,
168acres.
270-556-3576

ram
8 acres (sub divided
into 8 lots). In city, gravel drive, city water. All
or part. $48,500.00.
559-2032
460
Homes For Sale

i
Cor Frnerical Prop, For Rent
40' x 88' metal building
406
ocated
at
Subnbury
Cade,
Murray KY. 3 - 10x10
overhead doors, gas
heat. Can be used for 2
shops. Front
back
$400/month;
$300/month.
(270)436-2935.
Commercial / Retail
spaces at
competitive rates.
Conveniently located
at 400 & 404 N 4th St.
Plenty of customer
paved parking.
Spaces ranging from
750-1500 sq.ft
Can be modified to
meet Individual
business needs.
(270)753-0201
380
Pets Supplies
ALL NEW Happy Jack
8 Xylecide 0: AntiFungal shampoo for
dogs & horses prevents ringworm and
bacterial skin infections
steroidsl
without
Orscheln Farm &
Home Store
(270-759-8150).
www happrackinc.com
Bearded Dragon with
everything included.
$150. (270)753-7224
Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.
blooded
Full
Chihuahua puppies 2
males. 1 female Dad is
Mother
teacup
a
weighs aprrox 7lbs.
293-5556, 436-5243
Registered Miniature
4
Schnauzers
females: 1 male 1400.
Text or call
(270)226-8460

Services Offered
1-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks 753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

Reel Estate

160
Home Furnishings
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets. Still
in plastic, King $375,
Full $175.
(270)293-4121
Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.

VISA

410

Articles
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31 37
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150
Help %Monied

Paid holidays and vacation, health and

Subscribe to the

10
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465
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experience is required.
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470

Real Estee
Lew Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acniege
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors
Services Offered
Fme Column
Tobacco Supplies

areas. Must enjoy working with the public
STUBBLE FIELD
FARM
753-3187

SUBSCRIBE TODAY

IM

4.30
435
440
445
450
455
460
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Notice

270-519-0143

iking is a
am always
ways to
my cakes
-ny favorite
is zester to
. Just pull
ocolate bar
- Anna

110
196
203
210
220
260
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300
320
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340
360
370
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390
410
425

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

Self Storage

To receive
e Heloise's
nd Substi$3 and a
'amped (66
'eloiseISSS,
n Antonio,
n4 are out
,n't fret ✓ so of ice
r. Yummy!

Legal Notice
Notice
Personate
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lord And Found
Help waned
Position Waned
Domestic & Childcare
Swindell Opportunity
Electronics
Compeers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For See
Appliances
Home Furnienings
AntIQUO4
Lawn Garden

1001 Vine. Exceptiona
3 BR, 2BA, remodeled
home. Granite counter
tops, C/H/A, hospital
area. $89,500.00. Must
see.(313) 801-1918

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
RIverfleld Estates
SSG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

2 Bedroom 1 Bath, nice
neighborhood, walk to
Murray State Campus
$69,000 Contact 270227-3670

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 7534916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
v.ww.hillelectric.com

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate.
270-226-5576

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pas ing. Scalroating
& Hauling,
TON V 'MAVIS

270-2934256

Large home & 90
acres. Includes 3 acre
lake, good hunting/fishshop.
30x80
ing.
&
shop
26xx38
attached 38x24 shed.
48 acre tillable, 45 acre
timber. House has
indoor gym, theatre,
rec room_ All or part
559-2032

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured. Reliable,
& Dependable
Free Estimates,
Free Stump Removal
Cell 270-293-4489
Home 270-437-3044

J & S Lawn Care
13 years experience
Free estimates
Leaf removal
bagging system.
(270) 705-1862

Greg
III

Mansfield
,
CM. MIK.OFIMMA
-

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service
Dor spend your money oul of
stare keep focal,
(270) 293-8480

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
*Asphalt Installation
*Seal coating &
striping
40 yrs experience

(270)759-0501

CLEAN CUT
Mr. Fix It
Your Handyman
270-227-4814

Li u REMOVAL
m MULCHING
ii,' u'Iiiii.itu

(.111

.11

270-293-4020
Ky Lake
Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
Et bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured
Visit
kentuckvlake
remodelincLcom

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience

270-873-9916
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

FRAMES TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
*24 Hour
Emergency Service
.Locally owned
•Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

At Steicles Hand Nailed

David's Home
Improvement
LIC
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Will Do Insurance Work
sa 8 MasterCard Accepted

*Trimming
3BR 1.5 BA, attached
garage, storage on 5
acre lot in quiet neighborhood just 5 minutes
Murray
of
west
$109,500
(270) 436-5927 or
(270) 978-2861

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
E. TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686
•

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

(270) 489-2839
HALL'S WASTE'
M A\,A(;FMF i
• weekly & special plc
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(2701226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

-sr"rin

McCUISTON
Ado Pats

ROOFING

USED TIRES

270-293-1924

14 15 16 inch
Starting at 520

Licensed & insured

mounted

Call 753-5606

Free Estimates
Protecting your house like
It Is our house!
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Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

24/7 Surveillance • Herchicity
Novi Nave 80 Calmato Control Units

lefesetal/tosmordol/loslisseal
lams C.GallIssre
W W W.Ofell.C.N11

$12 Whitson Atm

(270) 759-0890
DOUBLE TAKE
LANDSCAPES . -

GARLANt
RENTAL
"If you've gat It, we eats store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lod( - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights. Electncity. and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage- Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motortiome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

..e",-.4 '.
Voted Most
1 --1,j
Reasonable! 1 I
I
LANDSCAPES
L.
•Tnmming Hedges •New Landscapes
•Clean Out Existing Beds •Mulching
•Push Mow Newly Sodded Yards
•Mowing Suburbs, Estates & Farms
•Bagging Fall Leaves
OTHER SERVICES
•Hardscapes-Patios • Sodding/Seeding
Debris Cleanup •Tree Damage
•Pressure Washing •Gutters
Need References? Got 'ern!

Elliot Wright
Call/Text 270-978-8077
Give me a call - I'll give you a quote!

CrossJand)

Thurs & Fri
8am-?
Fumfture,decor
clothing from preteen girls-plus sizes,
men's clothing,
sm appliances

All our line ads
are placed
online for

FREE!
From pets to
used cars
Check the

SUDOKU
Concepts SudoKu
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all your

needs!

753-1916

Carol Burnett receives top U.S. humor prize
WASHINGTON (AP) —
When Carol Burnett launched
her namesake variety show in
the 1960s. one TV executive
told her the genre was "a man's
game." She proved him wrong
with an II-year run that averaged 30 million viewers each
week.
On Sunday. the trailblazing
the
received
comedienne
nation's top humor prize at the
Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts. Top entertainers including Julie Andrews,
Tony Bennett, Tina Fey. Amy
Poehler and others performed in
Burnett's honor as she received
the Mark Twain Prize for
American Humor.
The show was taped Sunday
and will be broadcast Nov. 24
on PBS stations.
"This is very encouraging,"
Burnett. 80, deadpanned in
accepting the prize. "I mean it
was a long time in coming, but
understand because there are so
many people funnier than I am,
especially here in Washington.
"With any luck, they'll soon
get voted out. and I'll still have
the Mark Twain prize."
Fey opened the show with
some jokes about the recent
government shutdown and
about fears over "Obamacare."
"Enough politics. We are here
tonight to celebrate the first lady
of American comedy. Ted
Cruz," Fey said, referring to the
Texas senator who took a prominent role during the shutdown.
Fey quickly turned to showering Burnett with accolades for
opening doors for other women
comedians.

"You mean so much to me,"
Fey said. "I love you in a way
that is just shy of creepy."
In an interview, Burnett said
she was drawn to comedy after
realizing how it felt to make
people laugh. She went to
UCLA with plans to become a
journalist, but she took an acting
course that put her on stage.
"I played a hillbilly woman,
and coming from Texas ... it was
real easy for me," she said. "I
just made my entrance. and I
said, 'I'm Baaack.' Then they
exploded."
"I thought whoa! This feels
good," Burnett said. "I wanted
those laughs to keep on coming
forever."
Few women were doing comedy when Burnett set her sights
on New York. She caught a
break when she was spotted by
talent bookers from TV's "The
Ed Sullivan Show" and was
invited to perform her rendition
of "I Made a Fool of Myself
over John Foster Dulles."
Almost immediately, Burnett
transformed Dulles, the former
secretary of state, "from a
Presbyterian bureaucrat into a
smoking hot sex symbol." said
Cappy McGarr, the co-creator of
the Mark Twain Prize. "She
sang that she was 'simply on fire
with desire' and that was really
her big break."
Soon after, Burnett landed a
role in Broadway's "Once Upon
a Mattress," and began appearing on morning TV's "The Garry
Moore Show." She never
thought she could host her own
show, though.
"I was more of a second

banana,' she said. But she loved
playing a variety of characters.
CBS signed her to a 10-year
contract doing guest shots on
sitcoms and performing in one
TV special a year, but the deal
also allowed her the option of
creating her own variety show
and guaranteed her airtime. But
five years in. CBS executives
had forgotten about the idea.
She recalled one executive
telling her: "You know, variety
is a man's game."
"At that time, I understood
what he was saying, and I was
never one to get angry," Burnett
said. "I said 'well this is what I
know, and this is what I want to
do.The show ran from 1967 to
1978 and included guest stars
such as Lucille Ball, Jimmy
Stewart, Ronald Reagan and
Betty White.
Tim Conway, one of Bumett's
co-stars on her show,joked that
he now spends his time traveling
around the country for Burnett
to receive awards.
"Thank you for being such a
friend," he said, "such a generous person, not with salary, but
generous."
Comedian Martin Short also
joined the tribute to Burnett.
"What is it about redheads on
television that make us laugh so
much? Carol, Lucille Ball,
Donald Trump," he said.
Burnett said it's a thrill to
receive the award named for
humorist and satirist Mark
Twain and that she's in good
company with past honorees,
who include Fey, Bill Cosby,
Steve Martin, Lily Tomlin and

Ellen DeGeneres.
Coming on the heels of the
government shutdown, McGarr
said it's nice to bring an "intentionally funny moment" to
Washington after weeks of political drama.
"You know, serious times call
for seriously funny people,"
McGarr said.
Burnett made a special request
comedienne
rising
that
Rosemary Watson, who does
impressions of Hillary Clinton
and others, be part of the show.
Burnett found Watson on
YouTube after receiving a fan
letter and thought she was
funny.
"The thing is, you pay it forward," Burnett said, "because
when I got started, somebody
gave me a break when I was 21
years old, and I wanted to go to
New York."
Before the show, Watson said
that watching Burnett shaped
her life as a child. She said
Burnett was not a joke teller but
created funny characters.
"I do what I do because of
her," Watson said. "For me, she
was it. She was the female
comedian I wanted to be most
like."
Vicki Lawrence, a co-star with
Burnett on "The Carol Burnett
Show," who is perhaps best
known for playing "Mama" in
sketches with Burnett, said she
was planning to be a dental
hygienist before she knew
Burnett.
"I was going to be cleaning
teeth somewhere," she said,
"and I guess she changed that."

Man charged in Kentucky HOA deaths kills himself
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
An inmate awaiting trial on
charges of killing two men at a
homeowners association meeting committed suicide by hang.
)ng himself from a bed sheet in
,
his cell, jail officials said.
Louisville Metro Corrections
Director Mark Bolton said in a
news release that Mahmoud
Yousef Hindi was discovered
hanging in his cell around 3:55
p.m. on Saturday.
Bolton said workers performed CPR on Hindi, who was
transported to a local hospital
where he was pronounced dead
about an hour later. Officials

said Hindi was not on suicide
watch and was alone in his cell.
He'd been seen praying in his
cell about 10 minutes before his
body was found.
In September of 2012. Hindi
took a loaded gun to a homeowners association meeting at
an eastern Louisville church,
authorities said. Police said that
after waiting about a half-hour.
he shot association President
David Merritt, 73, and member
Marvin Fisher, 69. No one else
was hurt.
Hindi had been involved in
longstanding property disputes
with the board, and one was

a fence Hindi erected in his
yard. The size and location of
the fence, and later a driveway
extension, became such sore
points that the Spring Creek
Homeowners Association took
Hindi to court several times.
In a videotaped interview with
police, Hindi said he went to the
meeting hoping to resolve the
issues with Merritt and Fisher.
"I was hoping that I could reason with them," Hindi told
police. "But I said to myself, if
they are not going to resolve
peace(fully) with me, honestly, I
had to kill them. So I took my
gun."

over

A July 2014 trial date had
been set for Hindi, who could
have faced the death penalty. He
also faced seven charges of
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Horoscope

By Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Oct. 24, 2013:
This year you often find yourself involved with cause-minded
friends. One friend in particular could be unusually difficult and/or
angry. How you deal with this situation is your call. You might want
to put yourself in this person's shoes. If you are single, be open to
meeting someone who is very different from you. You could meet
this person through a friend. If you are attached, the two of you learn
to respect your differences and use them to empower your relationship. Plan a special trip together. CANCER helps you see a different
vision of possibilities.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-Apr11 19)
**** You feel unusually tuned in to a family member. You have a
lot going on and easily could get angry out of the blue. Pressure
builds in a one-on-one discussion with this person. You might decide
to let go of this situation for now. Tonight: Mosey on home, if you're
not there already.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You become quite the conversationalist, though you might
get upset at someone's anger that appears to be directed at you.
Your imagination could go wild as you try to figure out what is wrong
with this person. Tonight: Return calls, and catch up on a close
friend's news.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You could be quite intense as you seek immediate results. Your
creativity flounshes when dealing with a hassle or someone's frustration. A partner could be changing in front of your eyes. The unexpected comes out one more time in a meeting. Tonight: Go with the flow.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You beam in what you want, but you might be so much in
your head that you could be accident-prone. A close associate really
demonstrates how much he or she has changed. You could get into
a heated conversation if you are not careful. Tonight: Visit and chat
with a friend.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Know what is happening behind the scenes. Understand what
is going on with a loved one. Listen to your inner voice, and follow
through on your decision. Pace yourself and stay levelheaded. If one
approach is not working, try a different one. Tonight: Only what you
want.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Zero in on what you want. A partner could be unusually
vague, and he or she might confuse you. You also might not want to
hear what this person has to say. Be careful if you are in an irritable
mood. A fight might take some time to heal. Tonight: Where your
friends are.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** A sense of irritation could be undermining your best intentions
and come out when you would prefer it wouldn't. Pressure builds to
an unprecedented level. A domestic matter could be difficult to sort
out. Know that a control issue might be the cause. Tonight: A must
appearance.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Your likeminded friends know what they want from a situation. Trying to change their minds would be like entering a war zone.
The smart move is to back out and say little. A disagreement begun
right now will be difficult to put to rest. Tonight: Gain a new perspective.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You could be seeing a situation differently than in the past.
A friend presents a new side of his or her personality. This person has
been going through changes, but perhaps you didn't realize that the
transformation had evolved to this point. Tonight: Go along with a
suggestion.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Defer to others, and know full well that you might not agree
with them. It is important for a close associate to see the end results
of pursuing the present course. Your anger breaks out when dealing
with someone at a distance. Tonight: Listen to an outside perspective.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Pace yourself. Your money sense plays out, but you must
handle your own finances, as others could be accident-prone. A loved
one or an associate could be on the warpath in an attempt to upset
you. For now, try not to react. Tonight: Make plans for the weekend.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your creativity might not be able to soothe someone's nerves.
In fact, it might just make a situation worse. Be sensitive to what
someone says, but know that you don't have to take on his or her
comments. Refuse to respond to anger. Tonight: You choose the time
and place.

wanton endangerment.
Hindi, a former doctor, was
involved in multiple altercations
while jailed. He was hospitalized in March after a fight with
officers and was charged on
New Year's Day with assault
BORN TODAY
and terroristic threatening after Playwnght Moss Hart (1904), actor Kevin Kline (1947), soccer player
he was accused of throwing Wayne Rooney (1985)
•••
water on an officer and threaten- Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.Jacquelinoblgar.com.
(c) 2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
ing to kill him.

ness, individuals."
Kentucky
Northern
The
Heroin Impact and Response
Workgroup formed last year and
includes leaders in business and
family medicine, police officers
and firefighters, treatment advocates and residents.
The model could work for
Ohio.
"I'm very impressed with the
Northern
that
approach
Kentucky has taken: a group
from diverse backgrounds
working on the issue," said Ohio
Sen. Eric Kearney. D-North
Avondale. "There's a lot of
promise in that."
Meanwhile. the Kentucky
Office of Drug Control Policy in

Frankfort is looking at the initia- perspective," Ingram said.
tive in northern Kentucky as a "They think regionally, not just
state pilot program. It is already 'where my city is.' where my
having an impact outside the county is.' "
Many have credited the N. Ky.
region.
"Because of their efforts, Chamber's stand in strengthenLexington is also mobilizing in ing Kentucky's fight.
"Just one year ago the
a very similar format, bringing
in surrounding communities," Northern Kentucky community,
Van Ingram, executive director while suffering from a tremenof the Kentucky Office of Drug dous heroin epidemic, was
Control Policy, said. "Hopefully largely unaware of its presence
we can emulate this in other or impact," said Robert Schrage,
a member of the chamber's
areas of the state."
Northern health committee. "Today that
said
Ingram
Kentucky was in a better posi- has changed, and the community is much more aware and unittion to handle the crisis.
in the need to confront and
ed
Boone
and
Campbell
"Kenton.
counties have a history of look- fight this epidemic."
ing at problems from a regional
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N. Ky. making strides in fight against heroin
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) A
collaborative approach to fight
the rise of heroin in northern
Kentucky has made strides and
is getting attention.
Enquirer
Kentucky
The
(http://bitly/16n8SGg) reports
officials in Ohio and Kentucky
are looking at the region for
ideas of how to fight the epidemic.
What you see in Northern
Kentucky is an unprecedented
collaborative approach," said
Adam Caswell, vice president of
public affairs for the N.Ky.
Chamber of Commerce. "What
works is bringing every stakeholder to the table — law
enforcement, health care, busi-
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